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SECTION 1.0
SUMMARY
This report documents the results of studies concerning `he
feasibility of measuring 747/JT90 propulsion system aerodynamic and
inertia loads and the critical engine clearance and performance
changes during 747 flight and ground operation. In the course of the
study, a number of technical options were examined including:
o the potential use of the NASA-owned space shuttle carrier 747
(NASA 905) airplane as the flight test vehicle in lieu of the
Boeing-owned (RAO01) airplane;
o variations in flight test program scenarios and objectives; and
o variations in instrumentation levels on inboard and outboard
engine and nacelle locations.
These options were examined to determine the most cost effective
programs for NASA consideration. Only relative program costs are
reported herein for each option, due to the proprietary nature of such
cost data.
It is concluded that a flight test program meeting the overall
objective of determining the levels of aerodynamic and inertia load
levels to which the engine is exposed during the initial flight
acceptance test and normal flight maneuvers is feasible and desirable.
The concurrent measurement of engine clearance changes in the fan and
first-stage high-pressure turbine, performance changes, and case
thermal environment are also feasible and equally desirable.
While the use of the NASA-owned space shuttle carrier 747 aircraft is
technically feasible, there are technical, scheduler, and financial
considerations that make the use of the aircraft undesirable. To
effectively utilize the NASA-owned 747, the airplane would have to be
taken out of service for installation of required data
acquistion/recording equipment, instrumentation wiring, and removal of
the space shuttle carrier support struts and stabilizer tip fins. At
the conclusion of the flight test program, the original airplane
configuration would be restored. The NASA airplane would be
essentially unavailable to conduct a space shuttle carrier mission for
a minimum period of five to six months. The estimated cost of
conducting the test program effort utilizing the NASA 747 would be
approximately twice the cost of conducting the program on the
Boeing-owned RA001 airplane.
The recommended program consists of the following:
o A 15-hour dedicated flight test program on RA001 airplane
covering the acceptance flight, variations in take-off/landing
conditions, and wind-up (high g) turns.
o Pressure loads instrumentation consisting of 252 static pressure
taps on the inboard and 45 static pressure taps on the outboard
nacelle.
o Primary inertia load instrumentation consisting of a three-
dimensional rate gyro, six accelerometers on both inboard and
outboard nacelles, and two accelerometers at the wing-strut
intersection of each nacelle.
o Clearance change instrumentation on the fan and high-pressure
turbine of the inboard engine and on the fan of the outboard
engine.
o Expanded engine instrumentation and 20 high-pressure turbine
thermocouples on the inboard engine.
This recommendation is based on the contractor kAWA) and
subcontractor (6CAC) evaluation of cost effectiveness. Optional
programs studied and discussed herein, which include variations in
airplane or engine instrumentation, flight time, and related analysis
efforts, are considered to be less cost effective than the recommended
program.
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SECTION 2.0
INTRODUCTION
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft (P&WA) and the Boeing Commercial Airplane
Company (BCAC) have conducted this Expanded Feasibility Study of
measuring: 1) propulsion system flight aerodynamic and inertia loads,
2) engine performance and clearance changes, and 3) engine case
thermal environment conditions during typical aircraft acceptance test
and other flight and ground maneuver conditions that are typical of
revenue service on the JT9D propulsion system of the 747 airplane.
This particular study is an expansion of a similar study conducted
early in 1977 which considered the feasibility of measuring only
inertia loads. This previous study is reported in NASA CR-135395,
dated October 15, 1977. The conclusion of this previous study was that
it was feasible and practical to measure flight inertia loads;
however, the recommendation at the time of completion of the study was
to postpone a flight test program until other test and analytical
studies were completed to define the relative importance of inertia
loads to engine performance deterioration.
These test and analytical studies have been completed and indicate
that fli ht aerodynamic pressure loads are responsible for the major
portion ^87 percent) of the performance deterioration estimated to be
caused by flight loads. Further analysis of the engine test data
suggest that losses in the low-pressure compressor and high-pressure
turbine module performance are the main contributors to engine TSFC
increases. However, analysis of engine structural response to flight
loads indicates that fan, low-pressure compressor, and high-pressure
turbine clearance changes should be expected during typical flight
acceptance testing. These data and results suggested the need to
re-evaluate the JT9D/747 flight loads flight test program plans
presented in the original feasibility study to include in-flight
measurement of: 1) aerodynamic pressure loads, and 2) engine fan,
low-pressure compressor, and high -pressure turbine clearance changes
simultaneously with the measurement of load levels. The measurement of
engine and module performance changes would improve the development of
cause and effect relationships. The simultaneous measurement of loads,
clearance, and performance data would lead to:
o A better appreciation of the potential for avoiding deterioration
by identification and revision of pertinent engine and aircraft
operating procedures, and
o The provision of data from which corrective design action might
be initiated for current and future engines.
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The reasons for measuring in-service flight loads are:
o To improve knowledge of normal propulsion system operating flight
loads and the influence of variations in normal aircraft
operating factors (take-off gross weight, rotation angles,
landing sink rate, etc.) on load levels;
o To establish the relative importance of various types of typical
aircraft maneuvers on load levels and engine performance
deterioration;
o To provide quantitative data for ground testing and analytical
studies of the effects of propulsion system flight loads; and
o To provide design data for new propulsion system designs related
to the NASA Energy Efficient Engine Program and other new engine
design and development programs. This is of particular
importance because powerplant installations designed by strength
and safety criteria (ultimate loads) still show significant
performance deterioration under the much lower operational loads.
The reasons for measuring critical clearance and engine/module
performance changes are:
o To improve knowledge of engine rotor and structural response to
various types of dynamic and steady flight loads;
o To provide quantitative data to permit validation and/or
refinement of previous analytical study results and performance
deterioration models; and
o To provide design data for new engines as well as current engines
upon which to base development of performance retention concepts.
•
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SECTION 3.0
OBJECTIVES
The study objectives included examination of;
o The feasibility of measuring aerodynamic pressure loads on both
inboard and outboard nacelles;
o The appropriateness of the location of inertia load
instrumentation as well as the desirability of obtaining such
load data on inboard and/or outboard propulsion systems in
conjunction with aerodynamic loads;
o The feasibility of installing flight-worthy clearance measurement
instrumentation in inboard and/or outboard engines to monitor
fan, low-pressure compressor, and high-pressure turbine blade tip
to outer air-seal clearances during flight on a real time basis;
o The feasibility of installing expanded engine performance
instrumentation suitable for determining module performance
changes and engine case temperature instrumentation to provide a
clearer picture of case operating temperatures as they relate to
operating clearances;
o The technical and economic merits of utilizing the NASA-owned 747
space shuttle carrier aircraft; and
o Several combinations of load, clearance, and performance
instrumentation on inboard and outboard propulsion systems as
well as flight test program scenarios to permit evaluation and
selection of the most cost-effective overall flight loads test
program.
The evaluation of cost effectivness of the various proposed programs
is based on a relative ranking of:
o The technical value of each type of data based on engineering
judgement of the data element in understanding and quantifying
the causes for short-term engine performance deterioration;
o The completeness and quantity of similar existing data from other
parts of the NASA JT90 Jet Engine Diagnostics Program or previous
contractor/subcontractor testing; and
o The overall importance of specific types of flights or flight
maneuver events and their relative frequency of occurrence in
typical airline service.
Based on full consideration of the program cost and effectiveness, the
overall objective of the study was to recommend several potential
program options to the NASA Engine Component Improvement Project
Office for consideration.
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bSECTION 4.0
FLIGHT LOADS BACKGROUND
Prior to discussing the results of this feasibility study, a review of
the various types of engine loads which occur in flight is presented.
This material is followed by a review of the current understanding
concerning the potential effects of flight loads on engine
performance. Finally, a review and evaluation of the available flight
loads data is presented.
4.1 CLASSIFICATION OF FLIGHT LOADS
Engine performance deterioration is influenced by two classes of
loads: 1) engine loads, and 2) airplane loads. This distinction must
be made because both kinds of loads must be measured, each with the
appropriate instrumentation.
1) Engine loads, being directly related to engine power level, are
relatively independent of the airplane flight environment. They
i ncI ude:
o Internal engine pressures,
o Thermal loads due to temperature differentials,
o Thrust loads, both forward and reverse, and
o Centrifugal loads.
2) Airplane loads are loads imposed on the propulsion system by
airplane flight environment. These loads inlcude:
o Aerodynamic pressures, both
to gust and maneuvers, and
o Inertia forces due to gust,
runway roughness.
steady state and transient, due
maneuvers, landing impact, and
A direct measurement of transient aerodynamic pressures is, in
general, not feasible with flight test instrumentation. However,
their effect, that is, dynamic loads due to nacelle vibrations with
respect to the wing, as well as wing motion, will be measured by the
inertial instrumentation.
4.2 CURRENT ESTIMATE OF IMPACT OF FLIGHT LOADS ON ENGINE PERFORMANCE
4.2.1 Introduction
This section summarizes the major findings related to levels, trends,
and causes of performance deterioration. The knowledge gained and
6
outstanding issues from these tasks provide the basis for structuring
and evaluating the various flight loads test program optiuns disclJssed
in later sections of this report.
Efforts conducted to date in the NASA JT90 Jet Engine Diagnostics
Program have established four generic causes of engine performance
deterioration, namely: 1) flight load induced clearance changes, 2)
erosion of fan/compressor airfoils and seals, 3) thermal distortion of
hot section parts, and 4) variations in airline repair standards.
Performance deterioration trends may be divided into two distinct time
periods: 1) short-term, and 2) long-term deterioration. The majority
of the short-term deterioration is believed to be caused by flight
load induced rubs which increase the gas-path clearance and influence
both new and rebuilt engines, resulting in a TSFC deterioration of
about 1 percent in the initial 50 flights. Performance deterioration
then proceeds at a slower rate, dominated by erosion of cold section
airfoils and thermal distortion of hot section parts.
	
Short-term
f
	
	
deterioration has a dominant effect on fleet fuel consumption due to
its early occurrence, magnitude, and reoccurrence after repair.
4.2.2 Historical Data
The initial task in the multiple-task NASA JT90 Jet Engine Diagnostics
Program involved the collection and analysis of historical JT90 engine
performance and maintenance data from five airlines, two airplane
manufacturers, and Pratt & Whitney Aircraft records. The purpose of
this effort was to establish short- and long-term performance
deterioration trends, establish probable causes of deterioration, and
identify where corrective actions could be taken.
The data collected included:
o Prerepair and postrepair engine test stand performance from
airline and engine manufacturer repair facility testing;
o Special back-to-back testing of specific engines from airline and
engine manufacturers;
o In-flight monitoring data on a fleet average basis from airline
engine condition monitoring including pertinent operating
procedures and changes;
o Airframe manufacturer fleet performance audits accomplished at
the request of specific airlines;
o Engine manufacturer production performance records to serve r.s a
base line from which to assess deterioration; and
o Airframe manufacturer records pertaining to clearance and
performance changes that occurred during certification flight
testing.
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The study provided a significant amount of short-term data (first
flight to 250 flight cycles) and long-term data (1000 to 4000 flight
cycles) but was lacking in data in the 300 to 1000 flight cycle range.
Most of the short-term data were from engines involved io aircraft
certification testing at Boeing and Douglas and, therefore,
represented engines with low numbers of flight hours per flight
cycle. Figure 4.2-1 shows the chtnge in thrust specific fuel
consumption (TSFC) from these engines plotted as a function of flight
hours. A slightly better correlation is obtained by plotting
deterioration as a function of flight cycles as shown in Figure
4.2-2. Typical airline delivery occurs at about 12 hours or after
four cycles. It can be seen that a significant loss in performance
occurs very early followed by a more gradual, b4t continuing,
deterioration over the first 250 flights.
Much more historical data were available for evaluating long-term
deterioration than for short-term deterioration data. The bulk of the
data was obtained during postrepair engine testing. However, at least
a limited amount of data was available for prerepair testing. Figure
4.2-3 shows the trends for long-term deterioration. The average
engine TSFC inrease relative to new ranges from 3.2 to 4.5 percent
between 1000 and 3500 flight cycles. Note that the individual airline
curve and average trend curve all show a significant deterioration has
occurred in the initial 1000 flight cycles followed by a more gradual
deterioration during the next 3000 flights.
Analyses of these short- and long-term performance data, as well as
repair records and parts inspection data, established that causes for
performance deterioration fall into four generic categories, namely:
1. Effect of flight loads on running clearances;
2. Erosion of airfoils and seals which causes roughness and
bluntness and increases running clearances;
3. Thermal distortion of turbine airfoils due to changing
temperature levels and patterns; and
4. Operator repair practices which establish the depth of repair
and repaired engine gas-path build clearances.
The performance deterioration contrihutirn of the first three generic
causes are estimated on Figure 4.2-4, based on these historical data.
The flight load effects are shown to occur early and account for over
50 percent of the total increase in TSFC at 3000 cycles. This early
loss is believed to be caused by clearance increases associated with
nacelle aerodynamic and propulsion system inertia loading changes that
occur during take-off rotation, flight maneuvers, and landing and
thrust reversal. Engine power transients concurrent with these events
may also contribute to rotor/case interferences that produce increases
in clearances. However, power transient engine testing under static
conditions does not produce these losses in performance or clearances.
Based on the analyses of the historical performance data, short term
engine performance losses appear to be primarily due to losses in the
low-pressure compressor and high-pressure turbine module performance.
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4.2.3 In-Service Engine Data
A study of In-Service Engine Performance Deterioration, under the NASA
JT9D Jet Engine Diagnostics Program was completed in February 1979.
This study expanded on the results of the historical data effort to
enhance the understanding of the levels and trends of JY9D engine
performance deterioration. The collection of in-flight and ground
performance data from a selected sample of Pan American World Airways
JT9D-7A(SP) engines, starting prior to the first flight, provided a
better controlled data sample. This was especially true in the
analysis of short-term deterioration where a combination of Plug-In
Console (PIC) tests and in-flight calibrations were used to monitor
engine perf ormance. PIC testing is a system recently developed by
Pratt b Whitney Aircraft for ground testing engines Installed on the
airplane using expanded instrumentation. A ser i es of PIC tests were
conducted on two engines on each of two airplan e s in the Pan American
747SP fleet, with the first test accomplished prior to the first
flight of the airplane. Additional PIC tests were then performed at
intervals to determine how the performance changed with usage from the
first flight to beyond 500 flights on each of the four engines. This
additional PIC testing was supplemented by the in-flight calibrations
conducted during the flights immediately following each PIC test.
Thus, the short-term performance deterioration trends of these engines
were well documented.	 A relationship between ground and flight
performance trends also was achieved.
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The 15 engine performance parameters measured by the PIC test system
permitted analyses of module performance changes as well as overall
engine performance. Estimation of the short-term engine deterioration
based on the PIC tests results is shown in Figure 4.2-5. The two
plots show the changes in exhaust gas temperature (EGT) and TSFC with
succeeding flights. Both plcts are normalized to the first PIC test
which was conducted during a ground test prior to the first flight.
Overall engine deterioration based on module deterioration and
influence coefficients, shows a repid deterioration of 1 percent TSFC
and 60C EGT in the first 50 cycles followed by a long-term
deterioration at a much slower rate to 2.2 percent TSFC and 22 0C EGT
at 1000 cycles. The measured engine exhaust gas temperature necessary
to achieve rated thrust is shown to increase in like fashion.
The individual module performance analyses, made possible by the PIC
system, showed that the TSFC loss in the first 50 engine flight cycles
was dominated by performance losses in the low-pressure compressor and
high-pressure turbine modules. The fan, high-pressure compressor,
and low-pressure turbine also contributed to the overall performance
loss. The refined analytical model plots of changes in flow capacity
and module efficiency as functions of usage for the fan, low-pressure
compressor, and high-pressure turbine modules, as shown in Figures
4.2-6, 4.2-7, and 4.2-8, show these early module performance
deterioration effects.
This in-service engine study further supports the initial conclusion
that significant performance deterioration occurs early in the engine
life. The test data also indicated no significant differences in
deterioration between the inboard and outboard engines. The analysis
of the data suggested that provisions to monitor clearance changes in
the fan/low-pressure compressor and the high-pressure turbine during
flight should be included in any flight test program.
4.2.4 Short-Term Performance Deterioration
This effort was directed toward the development of a better
understanding of the causes for short-term engine performance
deterioration. The effort was divided into the followin : 1) testin
and an analytical teardown of a short-term JT9D-7A(SP? engine, 2?
analytical studies of the effects of steady flight loads on
performance deterioration, and 3) an analytical study of the effect of
typical dynamic flight load events on performance deterioration.
4.2.4.1 Short-Term En q ine Performance Test
The short-term engine performance test and analytical teardown program
was conducted on one of the Pan American 747SP/JT9D-7A(SP) engines
which had been closely monitored starting before first flight. The
objective of extensive testing and complete analytical teardown was to
determine the level and module contribution to performance loss and
the specific causative factors.
12
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Refined Fan
	 Performance Deterioration Model
	 and
Variation Band - The model shows the average and
variation range of fan module deterioration as a
function of average fan age.
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Engine S/N 695743, which had been tracked with PIC and in-flight
calibration tests since prior to the first flight, was removed from
the wing at 141 flight cycles and 1079 flight hours. It was returned
to Pratt & Whitney Aircraft and tested "as received". Table 4.2-I
compares the results of this "as received" test with average
short-term deterioration analysis results from the historical data and
in-service engine PIC data.
The engine was retested after engine vane control (EVC) trim and water
and detergent washing to remove surface contamination, reducing the
level of TSFC deterioration by 0.3 percent. The engine was then
disassembled to permit the installation of fully instrumented engine
cases and was retested in an experimental test stand to permit the
evaluation of modular performance.
A complete analytical teardown of the engine was conducted, and the
condition of all seals and parts affecting performance was documented,
from which the performance of each module was estimated. These
results were then compared with analysis of the engine test data to
achieve a final assessment of the causes for short-term deterioration
at the module level. The performance testing of the engine showed
that the overall short-term deterioration was distributed by module as
tabulated in the right-hand column on Table 4.2-I. This level of
deterioration correlated well with specific hardware deterioration in
the engine and with other historical short-term deter i oration data.
iModu1ar contributions to short-term deterioration were distributed
among all of the modules or components of the engine, and the
summation of these individual losses make up the total short-term
engine performance deterioration. Based on the parts inspection and
test data analysis, the major fundamental cause of this deterioration
is increased clearances in the engine associated with the aircraft
operating environment and, to a lesser extent, second-stage turbine
vane distortion and increased roughness of fan and low-pressure
compressor airfoils.
These results thus support the prior conclusions that the low-pressure
compressor and high-pressure turbine performance loss are the most
important contributors to short-term deterioration and that clearance
changes caused by flight  1 oads play a major role. The results of this
study are presented in NASA CR-135431.
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1
4.2.4.2 Steady Flight loads Analysis
An analysis of the effects of steady state and quasi-steady (slowly
varying with time) flight loads on engine and module performance was
conducted using a computerized NASTRAN finite element analytical model
of the JT90/747 propulsion system.
The flight loads considered were steady state aerodynamic loads,
steady state maneuver loads, internal engine loads due to thrust,
gyroscopic loads, thermal loads, and engine thrust reversal loads.
Functionally, the model was used to compute the change in thrust
specific fuel consumption (TSFC) that resulted from the sequence of
events which defined an airplane'flight profile or mission. A given
flight  profi 1e was broken down into a large number of short segments,
called time points, for which airplane and engine operating conditions
were known. Internal and external flight loads that acted at each
time point gave rise to structural deflections which may or may not
exceed the local gap between static seals and rotating blades . When
an interference (rub) was found to occur, wear on both blade tips and
rub strips was calculated and added to the clearances available for
succeeding time points. After all time points in a given flight
profile had been considered, average clearance changes for all stages
were computed and combined with performance influence coefficients to
produce values of changes of TSFC with respect to standard steady
state engine operating conditions such as sea level take-off and
cruise.
	 The manner in which these inputs were combined to relate
causes and effects can be seen in Figure 4.2-9.
The analytical model predicted a 1 percent TSFC increase due to the
aircraft acceptance flight test induced flight loads as shown by the
first point on Figure .2-10. A revenue service flight profile was
also simulated to determine further deterioration caused by flight
loads through 5000 flights of the engine. In the simulation of the
741 revenue service experience, the previously defined flight
acceptance test was refined to include only those maneuvers which are
typical of a revenue flight. For the simulation, relative values of
the loads remained unchanged, but the absolute values were increased
to account for the probability of encountering larger loads during the
life of the airplane. The effect of these simulated revenue flight
loads on engine TSFC are also shown on Figure 4.2-10 out to 5000
flight cycles. The results from this analysis show strong support of
the earlier conclusions as to the importance of flight loads (see
Figure 4.2-4).
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Figure 4.2-9 Flow Chart for the Analytical Model - The steps in the
analytical process for predicting the effect of flight
loads on engine performance loss are illustrated.
O ► -695113 es-received
0 Model predictions
5	 Nominal engine huild basedon a 3 hour flight
%	 4
TSFC	 3
relative
to new	 1
Flight loads
0
1	 1000	 2000	 3000	 4000	 5000
Flight cycles
Figure 4.2-10 Analytically Predicted Loss in TSFC at Sea Level Static
Take-Off Thrust Caused by Flight Loads - A loss of 1
percent in TSFC is predicted to occur during the
acceptance flight and the losses are predicted to
increase as the number of flights increases.
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Figure 4.2-10 includes the "as received" test performance of the S/N
695743 engine at 141 flight cycles an demonstrates good agreement with
the model prediction.
From these analyses, it was estimated that aerodynamic cowl loads
account for 87 percent of the overall "loads contribution" to
deterioration. Gyroscopic and gravitational loads contribute 5 and 8
percent, respectively, of the total loss in performance due to loads.
Thrust and thermal loads account for clearance closure, but contribute
to permanent clearance changes only in conjunction with the flight
loads. The analysis also shows that certain engine components are
particularly sensitive to certain types of loads. The fan stage is
very	 sensitive
	 to	 gyroscopic	 (gyro)	 loadings
	 and relatively
insensitive to varying gravitational (g) loading levels. The
high-pressure turbine stages are relatively insensitive to gyro
loadings but sensitive to g loadings.
The effects of different running clearances resulting from various
engine build standards were also evaluated. An engine built with
comparatively open clearances would be expected to have poorer initial
performance but be less susceptible to rub damage. Conversely, an
engine built with comparatively tight clearances would perform better
before application of flight loads but the clearances would open up
more after initial flights. The model compared engines built to the
minimum and maximum clearances in accordance with Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft's allowable build tolerances.
	
The predicted band of TSFC
change due to flight loads versus engine usage as defined by these two
extremes of clearance is shown on Figure 4.2-11. Predicted bands
bracket the historical short-term data (see also Figure 4.2-2) quite
well. The results of these studies are reported in NASA CR-135407.
4.2.4.3 Response to Dynamic Flight Loads
In conjunction with the task of analytically simulating the short-term
performance deterioration process, a transient dynamic analysis of
typical dynamic load events on the JT90-7 engine was conducted. The
response of the engine to typical gust encounters and hard landings
was examined. The dynamic response of the engine to a once-per-flight
vertical gust and a normal revenue service landing produced negligible
performance loss relative to the steady loads analysis. The response
to a once-per-airframe-life hard landing indicated the possibility for
very high local rub strip wear. However, the lack of a dynamic
rotor/rub strip damage prediction system prohibits a rigorous
quantitative evaluation of this particular event.	 The results from
the analyses of typical flight dynamic load events support the
conclusion reached in the steady load analyses. The major impact ,"f
flight loads on engine performance is the steady aerodynamic pressure
load on the engine inlet cowling. This finding further suggests that
the planned flight loads program consider the measurement of
aerodynamic loads as well as inertia loads and secondly, that
measurement of engine clearance changes in conjunction with these
loads would materially improve our understanding of the causes for
short term deterioration.
E'.
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o 1T90-7A
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O JT90-20
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Figure 4.2-11 Comparison of Predicted TSFC Changes with Short-Term
Deterioration Test Data for Maximum and Minimum Build
Clearances at Sea Level Static Take-Off Conditions -
The predicted short-term deterioration due to variation
in	 initial	 build	 clearances	 provides
	 a	 possible
explanation for the variation in engine test data.
4.2.5 Summary
The JT9D Jet Engine Diagnostics Program efforts to date have
established the levels and rates of performance deterioration, have
identified the major causes, and have defined the modules most
severely affected.
The engine exhibits a TSFC loss of about 1 percent in the initial 50
flight cycles of a new engine. Similar performance losses occur in
the initial flights of rebuilt engines. These early losses are caused
by seal wear induced opening of running clearances in the primary gas
path. The early wear and module performance loss were primarily in
the low-pressure compressor and high-pressure turbine modules.
The causes of seal wear were identified as flight induced loads which
deflected either the engine case or rotor, causing the rotating blades
to rub against and wear down the seal surfaces.
	
Transient and
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quasi- steady
 aerodynamic forces on the nacelle deformed the fan and
engine cases against the rotating blades. Gravitational and
gyroscopic forces on the fan and cantilevered high-pressure turbine
rotors during flight maneuvers caused them to deflect against the
cases. The case and rotor deflections, individually and combined,
caused the observed seal rubs. Finite element analyses modeling of
flight loads indicate that the aerodynamic loads are the prime cause
of performance losses.
The on-going X-Ray Facility load Test Program is a first step toward
accurately measuring the direct effect of simulated flight loads on
running clearances. This effort will provide a matrix of data on the
effect of aerodynamic load direction and magnitude on engine running
clearance and performance deterioration. There remains, however,
uncertainty as to the real level of normal fliqht loads encountered
during airplane acceptance testing and revenue service. The status of
knowledge concerning these flight loads is addressed next.
4.3 STATUS OF JT90 FLIGH? LOADS KNOWLEDGE
A considerable amount of measured flight test data on 141/JT9D nacelle
flight loads is available from previous testing conducted by BCAC.
These data were gained from a series of flight  pressure tests, flight
flutter tests, and flight loads surveys. Aerodynamic pressures were
measured on nine flight pressure tests, devoted to obtaining nacelle
loads, while nacelle inertia measurements were obtained from
approximately 160 flight flutter tests and a series of flight loads
surveys conducted on the total airplane. Even though considerable dat=
have been obtained previously, the data are inadequate for accurate
prediction of performance deterioration, and the reasons for the
inadequacy will be discussed in the following paragraphs.
4.3.1 Flight Pressure Tests
The pressure distribution over the JT9D-7 is very complex because it
is influenced by a number of factors such as:
o Thrust Level - This parameter influences the mass flow through
the inlet and, consequently, the entire distribution of Mach
numbers and static pressures between the hi-lite and the fan.
o Angle of Attack - Strong asymmetries in pressure distribution,,
both outside and inside the inlet, occur at high angle of attack,
especially if local separation should be present.
o Spanwise Flow Due to Wing Sweep; Fuselage and Strut Interference
- These effects cause strong lateral (oi,tboard) forces even in
unyawed flight.
o Flap Setting and Yaw Angle.
An example of a typical highly asymmetric pressure distribution in the
inlet during take-off rotation is shown in Figure 4.3-1.
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Figure 4.3-1
	
	
Inlet Pressure Distribution Case 101 for Take-Off
Rotation.
It is apparent that the aerodynamic forces on the inlet will vary
considerably with flight condition and that, due to the complex
interaction of the above mentioned factors, no extrapolation is
possible from one condition to another. None of the available
theories can fully account for all phenomena that affect the inlet
forces, and even wind tunnel tests cannot property scale both the
geometry and the mass flow.
Thus, actual flight tests, for the same condition that must be
analyzed, are the only reliable sources of aerodynamic loads.
4.3.2 Flight FluttEr Tess
Flight flutter test programs were conducted in which vertical and
lateral accelerations were measured at the inlet lip. Only limit0
information on inertia loads is obtainable from these tests since it
is not possible to establish the nacelle's c.g. acceleration, pitch
rates, and yaw rates. Turbulence cr+nditions were intentionally
avoided in these tests; therefore, the nacelle acceleration data may
not have been typical of in-service experience.
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4.3.3 Flight Loads Surveys
Two types of flight loads surveys were conducted, one for maneuver
loads and one for gust loads. The nacelles were instrumented with
strain gage bridges to obtain only total nacelle/strut loads and
accelerometers to measure vertical and lateral accelerations at a few
locations. The gust load survey was severely limited as to conditions
obtained, which, coupled with the minimum instrumentation, again
preclude a complete description of the nacelle inertia loads.
4.3.4 Summary
None of the previously conducted 747 flight test programs had
sufficient instrumentation to adequately measure the exceedingly
complex aerodynamic pressure distributions on the inlet.
Consequently, the circumferential pressure distribution on the inlet
had to ba represented by means of ar interpolation formula.
Similarly for g and gyro loads, neither the instrumentation nor the
flight conditions were sufficient to provide an adequate description
of these loads during typical revenue service.
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SECTION 5.0
FEASIBILITY
e
Prior to discussing the feasibility of installing loads and engine
clearance instrumentation, the current capability of the Boeing RA001
airplane, Figure 5.0-1, will be discussed to provide a sound basis for
an understanding of what may or may not be feasible. As a note, the
capability of installing expanded engine performance instrumentation
or case thermocouples currently exists in RAOOi.
Figure 5.0-1 Boeing RA001 747 Research Test Airplane.
5.1 RA001 AIRPLANE INSTRUMENTATION CAPABILITY
The Boeing owned 747, RA001 airplane, is a highly sophisticated,
extensively instrumented, research test aircraft. Considerable
instrumentation, recording, and monitoring equipment are currently
installed and are described in the following subsections.
'.1.1 Data Acquisition and Monitoring System
The RA001 Data Acquisition System consists of f our Remote
Multiplexer/De-Multiplexer Units (RMDU), one distribution box, one
tape recorder, signal conditioning units, and analog and high accuracy
digital transducers, as shown in Figure 5.1-1.	 Information from
various
	
sensors
	
throughout	 the	 airplane	 such	 as	 positions,
accelerations, voltages, pressures, etc., is routed through the signal
conditioning which converts the information to a form acceptable to 	 4
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the RMDU and presents the information to the RMDU. The RMDU accepts
the information  and places it into a measurement matrix which in turn
is normally recorded on one track of the tape recorder in a Pulse Code
Modulation (PCM) bit stream of 128K to 1024K bits/second. Normal
sample rates vary from five to 100 samples per second depending upon
the frequency range of interest and the number of measurements
required. Supercommutating techniques can increase the sample rate to
800 samples per second without adversely affecting the rest of the
format. Also with four tracks available, different mixes of sample
rates may be employed. The maximum number of measurements per RMDU
(track) is 256. The basic word size of the system is 10 bits with 20
or 30 bit words available for extra precision.
TRANSDUCER	 SIGNALTAPE
	
CONDITIONING	 RMDU	 RECORDER
RMDU
- - -------- -- -- - -- -	 DISTR
I	 [_ I	 ASSYI	 ROLM 1666
	
FRONT END
	
I
	
COMPUTER	 DECOM-
I
I
I	 I
I
80 CHAR
I	 PANEL
	 IINE
	
D/A	 CARTRIFILE	 I
CRT	 CRT	 DISPLAY	 PRINTER	
CONVERTER	 TAPE
I	 I
DIRECT
WRITE	 I
i	 ADAMS SYSTEM	 OSCILL-
OGRAPN
I- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Figure 5.1-1 RA001 Airplane Flight-Test High-Speed Instrumentation
System.
The Airborne Data Analysis and Monitor System (ADAMS), shown in
Figures 5.1-1 and 5.1-2, provides the capability to perform funct° m al
tests, calibrations, preflight checkout, in-flight status monitoring,
and real time data computation and analysis. This system is controlled
by a minicomputer with two cathode ray tube (CRT)/keyboard operator
stations, a line printer, cartridge tape system, paper tape reader,
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and "front-end" decommut at i on equipment. Data base informatior is
transferred between the ground-based data reduction system and the
airplane via the cartridge tape. The system is used to verify that the
data acquisition system is functioning properly on a
measurement-by-measurement basis before each flight. The system also
provides a real-time data analysis capability through application
programs entered into the computer via the cartridge tape.
n
Figure 5.1-2 Airborne Data Analysis and Monitor Systems
110 Z
r
There are several methods of real-time data display. The ADAMS system
provides a 16 channel digital-to-analog converter (DAC) and a direct
	
r
write osciliograph to display time history data in strip chart form.
This DAC operates under- computer control allowing the operator to
select preplanred lists of measurements to be displayed. These lists
can also be modified or built from "scratch" as the need arises. There
^9	 l
are a number of digital panel displays on the airplane that may also
be controlled by the operator to display in engineering units any
parameter being recorded. The CRT/keyboard stations can be used for
in-flight monitoring with a maximum of 20 parameters being displayed
on each CRT at one time. As before, these lists may be preplanned or
built during flight so that any measurement being recorded may be
monitored. The ADAMS system may also be used to provide some data
processing after a test or flight is complete.
5.1.2 Existing Wiring Quantities
The following table shows the wiring currently installed in RA001 and
the provisions for additional wiring.
5
Engine
Number
1
2
3
4
Currently
Installed Four-
Conductor Cables
56
16
133
36
Currently
Installed
C/A Thermocouples
20
70
72
12
Provisions
for
Additions
150
450
450
i50
5.1.3 Constraints on Additional Wiring
The limiting factor for wire routing to the engines is the number of
wires that can be routed through the engine strut for inboard engines
and the number that can be routed through the wing leading edge for
outboard engines.
5.1.4 Selection of Engines
To achieve the objectives of the flight load test program, one inboard
and one outboard engine must be instrumented for testing. During the
time frame considered for this testing, the number 2 position may be
used for other engine testing. This dictates that engine number 3 be
the inboard engine used. The selection of engine number 1 as opposed to
number 4 is due to the larger number of instrumentation wires existing
on the number 1 engine. Having it on the opposite side of the airplane
from the other engine being tested also allows more wires to be routed
to the heavily instrumented inboard engine if necessary due to fuselage
penetration hole size limitations.
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5.2 PRESSURE LOADS
The results of previous flight test measurements discussed in Section
4.3 indicate that the pressure load on the inlet and fan cowl produce
almost the total resultant pressure loading on the nacelle. The
pressure loadings on the other nacelle sections (core cowl and primary
nozzle) are essentially axisymmetric except for local areas of
interference effects close to the struts or pylon. Because of close
proximity to the engine support points, the contribution of these
loads to engine bending and clearance change is very small. The
results of these previous flight test measurements also indicate that
the pressure loadings on the inboard nacelle are significantly higher
than on the outboard nacelle for a given flight condition, due in part
to the strong sidewash over the inboard wing and in part to the lower
angle if attack of the outboard wing caused by wing flexibility.
On this basis, the inboard nacelle fan cowl and inlet should be
heavily instrumented to provide for detailed measurement of the
pressure distribution in both the axial and circumferential
directions. In view of the complexity and strong asymmetry of the
inlet pressure distribution discussed in Section 4.3.1, it is felt
that the minimum number of circumferential pressure stations to ensure
confidence of achieving this objective should be as follows:
Lip (hi-lite to throat): 1 station every 30 degrees (12 total)
Fan Cowl (throat to T.E.): 1 station every 60 degrees (6 total)
At each circumferential station, the axial distribution of pressure
taps should be located such as to accurately measure the steep
pressure gradients that occur between hi-lite and throat (I.S.
12.369)*, as well as the effect of shock waves just down-stream of the
throat. The technically preferred arrangement, based on a minimum
practical spacing of 0.5 inch between taps, would lead to 24 taps
around the lip and 18 taps downstream of the throat, for a total of
396 taps as shown in Figure 5.2-1.
A somewhat more economical, but still 	 technically acceptable
arrangement, shown in Figure 5.2-2, would consist of 252 taps on the
inboard nacelle. A third arrangement, consisting of 126 pressure
taps, was also studied as a lower bound on the pressure
instrumentation and is shown in Figure 5.2-3. It is felt that the
* I.S. = Inlet station, 12.369 = distance from hi-lite to throat in
inches.
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pressure distributions obtained from this third arrangement, which has
a maximum of only 15 pressure taps at each circumferential station
(versus 12 taps in previous tests) would not lead to a substantial
improvement of our knowledge of flight loads. Consequently, this
third arrangement should not be given serious consideration.
Either the first or second pressure tap distribution will eliminate
the need to apply an arbitrary interpolation formula to obtain total
integrated pressure loads, as discussed in Section 4.3.1 and utilized
in the studies made to date. Either of these distributions of pressure
taps on the inboard nacelle will permit a reduced number of taps on
the outboard nacelle. Interpolation between measured pressure data
points will be greatly facilitated by the data from the inboard
engine. On the outboard nacelle, three circumferential stations (60,
180, and 300 degrees) must be instrumented with 15 static pressure
ports per station, for a total of 45 taps, as shown in Figure 5.2-4.
Each pressure port will have an individual pressure transducer so that
simultaneous data can be obtained from all taps at any given time. As
with all pressure load testing, it is imperative that the flights be
performed during relatively dry weather conditions to prevent moisture
from collecting in the pressure tubes and invalidating the data as a
result of blockage or freezing. The installation of the pressure taps
in the quantities and locations discussed above for both inboard and
outboard locations has been determined to be feasible,
..S. J;HILIfE)
	
INBOARD NACELLE
396 TAPS
2 ,
l	 o'	 6
.5
1
i5"	 ^	 IS" 	
'-^ 94••
42 TAPS AT 300 , 900 , 1500 , 2100 , 1700 , 3300
24 TAPS AT 00 . 600 , 1200 , 1800 , 2400 , 3000
0° = 12:00 O'CLOCK
Figure 5.2 -1 Preferred Pressure Load Instrumentation Configuration
for the Inboard Engine Nacelle.
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:.S. J(HILITE)	
INBOARD NACELLE
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.1 69'
	
6"	 6"	 7"	 12	 12
H:' WA
30 TAPS AT 300 , 9&, 1500 , 2100 , 270O , 3300
12 TAPS AT 00 , 600 , 1200, 1800 , 2400 , 3000
00 . 12:00 O'CLOCK
Figure 5.2-2 Alternate Pressure Load Instrumentation Configuration
for the Inboard Engine Nacelle.
------ INLET C.
INBOARD NACELLE
126 TAPS
6
3^. • 	 S.o"	 X100 
	 ',.^
47"
THR 0 A 7
15 TAPS AT 300, 900, 150', 2100, 270*, 3300
6 TAPS AT 00, 600 , 120', 1800, 2909, 3000
00 . 12:00 O'CLOCK
Figure 5.2-3 Lower-Bound Pressure Load Instrumentation for the
Inboard Engine.
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Figure 5.2-4 Pressure Load Instrumentation Configuration for the
Outboard Engine Nacelle.
5.3 INERTIA LOADS
As explained previously, the nacelle experiences inertia loads both
because of its own vibration about the support points and because of
entrai nment by the wing. Only the latter effect has been accounted for
in previous attempts to evaluate nacelle inertia loads, and even these
evaluations were based on airplane C.G. load factors multiplied by
theoretical load magnification factors. A requirement exists therefore
for a direct measurement of g loads as well as pitch and yaw rates on
the nacelle to infer the gyro loads.
Inertia loads on the nacelle are due to gusts, maneuvers, and landing
impact, as well as gyroscopic loads from the rotors.
5.3.1 Instrumentation Location and Quantity
The quantity of transducers that can be installed is influenced by
physical accessibility, operatin g
 environment, and the rigid body
equations of motion. To determine the g loads at every point on the
nacelle, a knowledge of the linear and angular acceleration vectors at
the nacelle c.g. (six 	 components) would be sufficient if the nacelle
were a rigid body. If this assumption is not warranted, the
distribution of g loads on the nacelle cannot be calculated but must
be measured by installing, in principle, one accelerometer at each
station of interest.
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8S 125.43
f 16
Hi-lite	 W flange
NS 40	 NS 100
Based on the analysis conducted for the previous Feasibili ty Study, it
was decided to install 18 accelerometers and a pitch and yaw rate
gyros at the locations shown in Figure 5.3-1 and identified in Tables
5.3-1 and 5.3-II. This will provide a reasonably adequate description
of actual g loads in the nacelle, regardless of any rigid body
assumption, and will permit the calculation of nacelle c.g.
accelerations if frequencies above 10 Hertz (lowest nacelle bending
mode) are filtered out. Pitch and yaw rates for the nacelle c.g.
based on the rigid body assumption can also be inferred by filtering
out the higher frequencies.
It should be emphasized that the rigid body assumption is irtroduced
only for the purpose of calculati,^g the engine c.g. accelerations and
does not imply that engine bending i s absent.
In other words, the acceleration mea^;ured at any point on the engine
is assumed to result from the superposition of rigid body motion ahout
the c.g. plus elastic motion with respect to the c.g. Knowledge of
the c.g. acceleration can be used as input for a complete dynamic
analysis of the nacelle if the elastic part of the motion is found to
contribute significantly to deterioration.
t
Figure 5.3-1 Inertia Loads Instrumentation Locations - 15
accelerometers, a pitch and yaw rate gyro and a
thermocouple are located as shown, see Tables 5.3-I and
5.3-II for identifying code.
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TABLE 5.3-I
INERTIA LOADS PRIMARY INSTRUMENTATION
Code 00aeriptton Min Mix Accuracy XOCK
type
1 Ve•ticaf acceleration – NS40 q –4 6 0.1 0-Flex
–6 o'clock
2 Lateral acceleration – NS40 q -2 2 0.04 0•f let
–3 O'clock
3 Laterel acceleration –Nb100 q –2 2 0.04 0•Fl.r
–6.'.lock
4 Lonq!tudmal acceleration – NS100 9 –2 2 0.04 0•Flex
–6 o'clock
5 Veruwl smoleration – NS100 q –4 9 0.1 0 Flex
–9 o'clock
6 Verncai ac"arstion – NS100 q –4 6 0.1 0 Flex
–3 o'clock
7 yaw rate	 NS 100 d1V- –10 10 0.2 Nortnruo
. 3 o'clock 3–aklt
6 Fitch rate –'411100 dog/lec –15 111 0.3
–3 O'clock
TABLE 5.3-II
INERTIA LOADS REDUNDANT INSTRUMENTATION
Pods Oeaaiption ni Mi X Accuracy KOCR
IV"
9 Ve•tcal :ccelerstion – NS152 q –4 0 0.3 Kahan
–C .'cock ;001
10 Vertical acceleration – NS152 q – 4 6 0.3 Kaman
–9 O'clock toot
71 Lateral a:ce;erstion – NS152 q –2 2 0.12 Kamen
–6 o'clock 1901
12 l "C'ludinal acceleration - NS152 9 –2 2 0.12 Ksman
–6 o'cock 1901
13 T—aret•olp–NS254 OF 0 1100 it
–3 O'clock
14 Lateral acceleration – N5254 9
–2 2 .12 Kaman
–3 o'clock 1901
111 Vertical acceleration – NS254 q –4 6 0.3 Kaman
–3 o'clock 11901
16 Vert!calacceleration – NS126.43 g -4 6 0.1 Kaller
Itont mount
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–2 2 044 Kistler
front mount
116 Vwncal acceleration – Front Spar q –4 6 0.1 Kistler
wmg,9trut intellection
19 Ver!,csl acrelershOn – Rear Soar q –4 6 0.1 Kistler
wtngAtful ntlefsec uon
E xpecled
op.-v :01 ••mo
25 117 e
350' 1 F
3500 F
3500 F
1::V a
10400 c
10400 F
t000 f
1C00 F
1006 F
1000 F
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aA minimum of six accelerometers are needed to calculate the six
components of the c.g. accelerations. The remaining ten
accelerometers can be considered redundant and used either to confirm
the measurements (and the rigid body assumption) by repeating the
calculation with different sets of six accelerometers or eliminated
completely.
In the latter case, one would need to retain accelerometers 1 through
6 plus accelerometers 18 and 19, mounted on the front and rear spar at 	 ='
the wing/strut intersection, to verify the forcing function imposed by
the wing on the nacelle.
	
In addition, the pitch and yaw rates at
locations 7 and 8 are required to infer gyro loads.
Highest inertia loads occur on the outboard engine, so that it should
have the most complete instrumentation. The feasability of installing
the inertia load instrumentation was previously determined and
reconfirmed during this study.
5.4 ENGINE CLEARANCE CHANGES
As discussed in Section 4.2, clearance changes are believed to be the
dominant mechanism in short-term performance deterioration. An
investigation was made to determine the feasibility of making
in-flight clearance measurements in the fan, low-pressure compressor,
high-pressure compressor, and high-pressure turbine of a JT9D-7
engine. In previous testing, it was found that electrical and
maganetic property changes of materials at high temperatures make
clearance measurements with electrical or electromagnetic devices such
as eddy current or capacitive probes unreliable. Experience has shown
that the most reliable technique for measuring clearances at high
temperature and at distances up to 0.350 inch has been with laser
proximity probes. The clearance measurement is based on an optical
triangulation system, shown in Figure 5.4-1. This clearance
measurement system provides a highly stable measurement that is
independent of both temperature and pressure.
To assess the feasibility of installing such instrumentation in JT90
engines on the RA001 airplane, meetings were held with BCAC flight
test personnel and physical examination of RA001 was undertaken. The
findings of the feasibility  study are listed  below by stage in order
of priority.
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Figure 5.4-1 Compressor-Type Laser Proximity Probe System
5.4.1 Study Results
5.4.1.1 Fan
It is feasible to mount four compressor-type proximity probes,
illustrated in Figure 5.4-1, in the fan case on both inboard and
outboard en ines.
	 During the study, it was an objective that the
probe locations coincide with the fan probe locations  uti1ized in the
X-Ray Facility Load Test program to permit cross checks of data. The
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locations selected for the fan proximity probes are shown in Figure
5.4-2.
	 The orobes used for the X-ray program are, however, not
suitable for the flight  test since their intensity and resolution is
not sufficient to use with the long input fiber optics required for
the flight test. Both the input and output fiber optics are required
to be appreciably longer in the flight test since neither the laser
source nor the camera can be mounted in the engine nacelle.
Additionally, the X-ray test probes cannot be used due to a lack of
clearance for the probe when the fan cowl doors are closed. A new
probe must, therefore, be designed. The holes and bosses on the fan
case being used in the X-ray test are also not compatible with the
required new probe design, and the case must either be reworked, if
possible, or another case must be used. The measurement of fan blade
tip clearance during the flight test program is desireable for the
following reasons:
o The clearance changes are physically the largest and are more
easily corrrelated to flight aerodynamic or inertia load level
and type of flight maneuver.
o Rub strip wear can be visually observed during the progress of
the flight test program.
o Response of other low spool shaft components, low-pressure
compressor and turbine, can be estimated based on correlations
developed from the X -Ray Facility Test Program and analytical
studies.
Probe locations
5
p 8
ev
I{	 200°
120 "	 +
6 *^	 O210'
Reverser ball screws
7
Rear view -looking forward
Figure 5.4-2 Angular Location of Fan Blade Proximity Probes
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The camera for the fan probes will be mounted in the anti - icing supply
("TAI") duct fairing (Figure 5.4-8) on both the inboard and outboard
engines by removing the Boeing inlet anti-icing line. This camera
location and the required lengths of the fiber optic leads from probes
to the camera are acceptable. The measurement of fan clearance
changes during flight is, therefore, Judged to be feasible.
5.4.1.2 High-Pressure Turbine, Front
It is feasible to mount four turbine-type proximity probes, shown in
Figure 5.4-3, on the high-pressure turbine case on both inboard and
outboard engines to monitor the first-stage blade clearances. It will
not be possible, however, to locate the probes in the same angular
locations as in the X-ray program, nor will it be possible to space
the probes exactly 90 degrees apart, see Figure 5.4-4. Coincident
location of the probes relative to the X-ray program is not possible
because of P&WA and Boeing external plumbing and equipment in this
region, see Figures 5.4 and 5.4-6. It may be possible to use the
existing turbine case from the X-ray test if a structural analysis
shows that the addition of more holes for the flight loads testing
will not adversely influence the flight-worthiness of the case. The
probe design being used on the X-ray test appears to be acceptable for
use during the flight test.
The camera for the turbine proximity probes will be mounted in the
"knee-cap" region of the strut-pylon-wing assembly (Figure 5.4-8) on
both the inboard and outboard engines. Some rerouting of existing
aircraft Bill-of-Materials wirin g in this region may be needed,
Lengths of the required fiber optics from the probes to the camera arc
acceptable. The measurement of high-pressure turbine first-stage
blade clearances during flight is, therefore, Judged to be feasible.
5.4.1.3 Low-Pressure Compressor, Rear
It is feasible to mount four proximity probes on the ':w-pressure
compressor case on inboard and outboard engines to monitor clearances
in the final stage of the compressor. Lead routing to and from the
probes as currently planned for the X-ra y test, via the fan anti-icing
lines in the intermediate case, is not acceptable for a flight test
operation. Lead routing would require some design work and some
modification to the fan splitter bulkhead. Once throug;: the bulkhead,
the leads would need to be routed through a congested region on the
case to reach the pylon.
For the inboard engine, a camera could be housed in the "knee-cap"
region of the strut-pylon-wing assembly. However, there is no room
for a camera at the outboard engine nacelle or pylon. The required
output fiber optic length to reach from the probe to the camera is
sufficiently long to be unsatisfactory for two reasons: 1) the output
fiber is a high-loss fiber. and the greater lengths result in reduced
output intensity; and 2) the manufacturing process for the fiber is
limited with respect to fiber length, and splices are not acceptable.
For these reasons. the measurement of low-pressure compressor
clearances is not Judged to be feasible.
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Figure 5.4-3 Laser Proximity Probe System for the Turbine
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Figure 5.4-4 Angular Location of Turbine Blade Proximit y Probes
Figure 5.4-5 Left Side of JT9D-7 Flight Engine
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Figure 5.4-6 Right Side of JT90-7 Flight Engine
5.4.1.4 High-Pressure Ccxnpressor, Front
Since no camera space exists in the nacelle or • pylon within a
reasonable distance for proximity probes in the early stages of the
high-pressure compressor, no further effort was undertaken to measure
clearances in this region.
In addition to locating space for mounting the probes in the engine
cases, space and mounting provisions for the rest of the required
equipment were identified as shown in Figures 5.4-7 and 5.4-5.
5.4.2 Proximity Probe Clearance Measuring System
Detailed information  of each part of the clearance measuri ng
 system is
presented in the following subsections.
a•
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- The schematic shows the location of the various
equipment elements of the laser proximity probe system.
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Figure 5.4-8 Axial Location of Proximity Probes and Associated Camera
Locations - Allowable length limitations on output fiber
optics cable, environmental considerations for the
camera, and available space dictate the selected
locations for the probe cameras.
5.4.2.1 Lasers and Input Fibers
The 5 mw helium/neon lasers will be mounted in the airplane cabin.
This location will allow the lasers to be operated at cabin pressure
and temperature and mounted in standard P&WA laser boxes secured to
the floor of the cabin. This arrangement will eliminate the necessity
of bullding special environmental housings for mounting on the
airplane wing. Low loss fiber optic cables will be used to transmit
the light through the wing leading edge to the probe locations. ITT
T-202 type fiber optics will be utilized and provide less than 2 dB
attenuation in the distance between the cabin and the probes. A fiber
optics connector located at the camera box will be used to couple this
fiber to a fiber optic connected to the probe.
	
The fiber optic
connector will provide an additional 0.5 to 1.5 dB attenuation. A
total of less than 4 dB attenuation, which is acceptable for this
program, can be expected from this system.
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5.4.2.2 Video Cameras and Output fiber Optics
One video camera is required for each set of four laser proximity
probes to read out the probe signal. This camera must be mounted
within 20 feet of the probes because of current manufacturing
limitations on the interconnecting coherent array output fiber optic
bundle. Because these output fibers must currently be made from high
loss fiber optics, unacceptably high attenuation of the optical signal
would result for bundles longer than 20 feet. As previously
mentioned, cameras for the turbine probes will be mounted in the
"knee-cap" region, and cameras for the fan probes will be mounted in
the "TAI" duct fairing. All probe locations on the fan and turbine
can be reached with 20-foot long fiber optics.
The video cameras are specifically designed for instrumentation
applications and maintain a geometric stability with both temperature
and power variations. The camera draws 11 watts and will need to be
mounted in an environmental chamber that will be provided with
cooling, resistance heating, and pressurization from a nitrogen supply
line. The environmental chanber will be shock mounted to reduce
vibration transmitted to the camera.
5.4.2.3 Video Monitor Tape-Recorder, Electronic Readout, and Time-
Date Generator
A 17 inch video monitor will be used to view the output from the video
camera. A cassette video tape recorder will be used to continuously
record the output from the camera. A time-date generator will be used
to convert an IRIG B time synchronization sinal from the Boeing data
recording system into an alpha-numeric timejdrate signal that will be
superimposed on the video signal. In addition to this signal, the
IRIG B will be recorded on one audio track of the video tape recorder
along with engine speed and voice on the other audio track. The video
data will be manually monitored in flight, and the data can be further
analyzed after the flight by playing back the tape recorded data.
In addition to the video data, an electronic readout system will be
used to read the clearance from the video camera. The readout
automatically converts the position of the spot of light into a
millivolt signal that is proportional to the engine clearance. The
readout functions by counting TV raster lines to find the line number
which represents the center of the spot of light. The unit does this
by starting at the top of the TV raster and counting each line until a
line with sufficient intensity (representing the top of the spot) is
found. The number of this line is added to a second number
representing the last line with sufficient intensity. The resulting
sum is twice the line number at the center of the data spot. This
number is scaled to provide a calibrated millivolt output that is
proportional to the blade clearance.
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The millivolt output from the electronic readout is fed into the
Boeing High-Speed Pulse Code Modulated (HSPCM) data recording system.
The HSPCM data system will allow direct computer analysis by P&WA of
the clearance data and will provide correlation of the clearance data
with other data such as g loads and gyroscopic loads.
The video monitor, tape recorder, time-date generator, and electronic
readout will all be rack mounted in a standard 4 foot Boeing flight
test rack. Each set of four proximity probes will require one rack
with the above equipment.
5.4.2.4 Probe Purge and Cooling Requirements
Prior experience during ground test stand testing has shown that the
turbine laser proximity probes require purge nitrogen to prevent
contamination of the optics and to maintain the fiber optic end tips
cool enough to prevent damage of the high temperature epoxy bonds.
Several options were considered for providing purge air or nitrogen on
the airplane during flight testing, and it was determined that the
most appropriate technique would be to provide nitrogen from high
pressure storage tanks. A flow rate of 15 pounds per hour is required
for each probe. For a 4-hour flight using eight turbine proximity
probes plus 50 percent extra capacity, a total of 52 "T"-size gaseous
nitrogen bottles will be required. If proximity probes are mounted on
the inboard engine only, the required number of nitrogen bottles would
be reduced to 26. These bottles will be rack mounted in the cabin of
the airplane. A pressure regulator will reduce the nitrogen pressure
at the probes to 400 psi. The purge nitrogen will be supplied by
^-inch diameter tubing through the wing (one line per four probes).
A summary of the clearance measurement equipment, cabling sizes, and
power and cooling requirements are shown on Tables 5.4-I, 5.4-II, and
5.4-III.
5.5 FEASIBILITY OF USING NASA SPACE SHUTTLE CARRIER AIRCRAFT
The NASA space Shuttle Carrier Airplane (SCA), shown in Figure 5.5-1,
was inspected by a team of personnel from Boeing, Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft, and NASA to determine the requirements to bring that
airplane up to an equivalent capability that now exists on the Boeing
RA001 airplane. In addition, the flight loads program schedule and
requirements were presented to NASA Johnson Space Center and to NASA
Dryden Flight Center. It was determined that the folowing items must
be considered:
o Mach Number Limitations
o Rotation Angle Limitations
o Available Instrumentation Wiring
o Data Acquisition System
o Lay-Up Time
o Removal/Reinstallation of Stabilizer Tip Fins and Space Shuttle
Support Structure
i
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TABLE 5.4-I
EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS FOR LASER PROXIMITY PROBES
DURING FLIGHT TEST
TO BE SUPPLED BY P&WA:
8 plus 4 spares
8 (4) plus 8 (4)
spares
4 (3)
4 (3) plus 4 (3)
spares
4 (3) plus 1 spare
4 (3) plus 1 spare
4 (3) plus 4 (3)
spares
1 plus 1 spare
TO BE SUPPLIED BY BCAC:
Fan Proximity Probes.
Turbine Proximity Probes.
Environmental Boxes with Heater & Cooling Coils.
Television Cameras.
Laser Proximity Readout System Consisting of:
Television Monitor,
Time-Date Generator,
Digital Readout Electronics.
Video Tape Recorders.
Laser Boxes with Lenses & Power Supplies;
Contains four Lasers per Box.
Thermocouple (TC) Readout Box with Switch.
As Required	 Rack Mounts for Laser Proximity Readout System,
Video Tape Recorder, Laser Boxes, Thermo-
couple Readout Box.
52 (26) for 4-hour 	 Gaseous Nitrogen (GN2) Bottles, "T"-Size.
flight, including
50% extra capacity
As Required	 Gaseous Nitrogen Fittings & Regulators
As Required	 Power Converter/Sola Regulators
Note: Numbers of parts shown based on fan stage and turbine stage both
instrumented on two engines. The numbers of parts shown in ( )
are for recommended program with only one turbine stage
instrumented.
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TABLE 5.4-II
CABLING REQUIREMENTS FOR LASER PROXIMITY PROBES
DURING FLIGHT TEST
Number of Units
	
Diameter
Required	 Part Name	 inch	 Location
RESPONSIBILITY OF P&WA:
8 (6) Input Fiber Optics Bundle (has 0.400 Fus, EB
internal spares)
16	 (12)	 + 4 (3)
spares Input/Output Fiber Optics Bundle 0.400 EB, Pr
2 (1) GN2 Manifolds (near probes) --- Nacelle
16 (12) GN2 Purge Lines, Copper Tubing 0.250 Man, Pr
RESPONSIBILITY OF BCAC:
4 (3) AC Power for Camera --- Fus, EB
4 (3) AC Power for EB Heater --- Fus, EB
4 (3) Video Output RG-302 U, BNC Plugs 0.200 Fus, EB
Both Ends
2 (1) GN2 Purge Master Line, Copper Tubing, 0.500 Fus, Man
No Fitting at Outboard End
4 (3) Pressure/Cooling Line for EB 0.250 Fus, EB
8 (6) Thermocouple Wires to Cameras --- Fus, EB
16 (12) Thermocouple Wires to Probes --- Fus, Pr
* Abbreviations: Fus
GN2
EB
Pr
Man
2 Fuselage
2 Gaseous Nitrogen
Environmental Box for
TV Camera
= Probe
Manifold
Note: Numbers of parts shown based on fan stage and turbine stage both
instrumented on two engines. The numbers of parts shown in ( )
are for recommended program with only one turbine stage
instr unented.
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TABLE 5.4•III
POWER REQUIREMENTS FOR LASER PROXIMITY PROBE SYSTEM
DURING FLIGHT TEST
BCAC Responsibility
Circuit Total Power
Number Equipment (watts)
1 Camera Circuit, 15 watts/camera;
115 VAC, 60 Hz, ±1% voltage regulation 60 (45)
2 Environmental Box Heater Circuit, 230 watts/box;
115 VAC, 400 Hz, no regulation 920 (690)
3 Rack Mount Circuit:
Laser Proximity Readout System, 500 watts/system;
Laser Boxes, 50 watts/box;
115 VAC, 400 Hz, ±1% voltage regulation 2200 (1550)
4 Tape Recorder Circuit, 150 watts/recorder;
115 VAC, 60 Hz, +1% voltage regulation;
'41% frequency regulation 600 (450)
Note: A switch should be provided for each of circuits number 1 and 2
above, located at the rack mount.	 The total	 powers shown in	 (	 )
are	 for	 the	 recommended	 program	 with	 only one turbine stage
instrumented.
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Figure 5.5-1 NASA Space Shuttle Carrier Airplane (SCA).
5.5.1	 Performance Limitations
The maximum operating speed (Vmo) and design dive speed (V ) for
the NASA 747 are restricted (relative to a production 747-1001 with
the orbiter support struts and tip fins installed. The speeds are
restricted to:
Vmo /Mmo = 250 knots*/Mach 0.6
Vd/Md = 312 knots*/Mach 0.7
These speed restrictions would affect several of the test points of
the acceptance flight profile and all of the turbulence test
conditions.
The horizontal tail tip fins on the NASA 747 reduces structural ground
clearance during take-off. In addition, there are restrictions on roll
angles during take-off due to the adverse effect of bank angle on tip
fin clearance.
Tip fin clearance during take-off is primarily influenr p d by rotation
speed and pilot technique. The rotation speeds for the NASA 747 were
changed relative to a production 747 as a compromise between take-off
distance and ground clearance. To provide adequate tip fin clearance,
* knots, corrected air speed.
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the rotation pitch rate is reduced prior to lift-off. Therefore, the
changes in technique and take-off speeds for the NASA 747 would mean a
2 to 3 degree difference in pitch attitude at take-off relative to a
production 747.
5.5.2 Instrumentation Wiring and Data Acquisition Systems
Most of the instrumentation wiring installed for the SCA testing was
removed, and over 90 percent of the required wires would have to be
purchased and installed.
The data system that was installed  during SCA testing was removed and
distributed to various NASA groups. The system would either have to be
reacquired from the groups now possessing them, or a new system
purchased, wired, and checked out.
5.5.3 Aircraft Modification
The lack of a data acquisition system and instrumentation wiring in
the SCA would require additional lay-up time. The console build-up of
the data acquisition system, check-out, and installation aboard the
airplane would require four to six months. Additional aircraft lay-up
time would be necessary to route the data wires to the engines and to
route the power and control wires necessary for utilizing the data
acquisition system.
The stabilizer tip fins and orbiter support struts were designed for
quick removal and reinstallation. Because of the operational
limitations of the SCA, the tip fins and orbiter support struts would
have to be removed to bring the SCA up to the performance capability
of the production 747 airplane.
5.5.4 feasibility
It was determined that the NASA Shuttle Carrier Airplane would be
unavailable to NASA for any shuttle activity and would be required at
Boeing for a minimum time period of five to six months to accomodate
the flight loads test program. This time period is necessary for
required hardware modifications, up-dating the instrumentation and
data acquisition system, removal and reinstallation of the stabilizer
y ip fins and space shuttle supports, flight test time, and
refurbishment of the airplane.
At the conclusion of the meeting at Dryden, the NASA Johnson
representatives indicated that the NASA airplane could not be taken
out-of-service for the time necessary to conduct the flight loads test
and would, therefore, be unavailable for the program. In addition, it
is estimated that the added cost to the program to bring the NASA
airplane to an equivalent capability of the Boeing RA001 airplane
would approximately double the cost of the recommended program
option. It is, therefore, judged unfeasible to consider the use of
the NASA airplane for the flight loads test program.
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SECTION 6.0
INSTRUMENTATION SELECTION AND MEASUREMENT ACCURACY
6.1 AERODYNAMIC PRESSURE LOAD INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM
6.1.1 Sensor Type and Accuracy
The technique presently used to measure pressures such as will be
encountered in the flight loads test program is to very accurately
measure a reference pressure with an absolute pressure encoder. The
encoder is an AiResearch model 2100776, modified to Boeing part number
65Y10787. This encoder has a range of 3 to 31 inches Hg with an
accuracy of + 0.006 inch Hg and a resolution of 0.00007629 inch Hg.
These encoders have been used for the 747SP certification program and
have proven to be reliable and accurate.
The pressure of interest is then measured differentially with the
reference pressure and then mathematically combined using the Final
Data System and the onboard ADAMS (fur realtime evaluation).
Currently, Statham Model PL722TC pressure transducers (Figure 6.1-1)
are being used for this type of differential pressures. Investigations
are underway to replace the Statham with Endevco 85XX series
transducers (Figure 6.1-2) due to the comparative size of the Statham.
Either transducer is capable of accomplishing the re quired job. If the
investigations show the sm all size of the Endevco will be
advantageous, and they meet the required specifications, they will be
used. Preliminary results indicate that the Endevco transducer will be
chosen.
6.1.2 Data Recording Frequency
The frequency of the pressures to be measured is 2 Hertz. Using the
Boeing criteria of ten samples per cycle to describe the amplitude of
a wave form gives a data sample rate of 20 samples per second.
6.2 INERTIA LOAD INSTRUMENTATION
6.2.1 Transducer Selection
The estimated requirement for measurement accuracy in the range of 1
to 2 percent of full scale dictated the use of highly accurate linear
accelerometers on the powerplant. To obtain angular as well as linear
accelerations at the
equations based on
locations were then
requirements such
structural rigidity.
powerplant center-of-gravity (c.g.), a system of
rigid body motion was derived. The installation
determined based on these equations and other
as operating environment, 	 accessibility,	 and
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Figure 6.1-1	 Stratham Model AL722 TC Transducer
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Transduction R.asistive, balanced, fully active
strain gape bridge
1.6
	
Nominal aridge 35052
""Marge
1.7
	
Excitation 5V OC or AC (ems) through
carrier frequencies
12	 Full-scale Cut- 5 mVN nominal
VA (open
circuit)
IJ	 Resolution Infinites;mal
1.10 Combined Non. Lou than s0.75%FS
liyaiaresie
1.11	 Temperature -as to r2wr
Range
1.12 Thermal Sersi- Lou than 0.01%/°F from
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Shift •66 to +2WF
1.14 Positive Pres.
♦ire Connection 7/1620 UNF•3A external
1.15 Reference Pr.s• thread per h1S33656E4
sure Connection
1.16
	
Electrical Four-pin receatade and muting
Connection 8endfx PCOCS-8•AS plug or
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1.17 Weight Approximately 7 of
1.18
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1.19 Dimensions See Outline Drawing
Number 21070.
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Rona. P&G FS 21050 2 to 50 2 to 2 000 5 000 to 50 000 15 to 50 Poe
SerwtiKry, mV/psi 150106 150106 15010 015 010 to 0 01 20 to 8
Resonance. H? 45 000 10 180 000 45 000 to 100 000 45 000 to 900 000 > 500 000 120 000 to 240 000
Lw~tv.%FSO 10 to 025 10 to 025 1010025 03 to 08 025
Ternwature. -C -5410-107 .5410-107 -5410.107 -SA to -107 -S410.121
Differential Burst Pressure, psi 40 to 300 4010 200 401010000 20 000 to 75 000 90 to 300
Vent Tube Burst Pressure, 0 200 50 300 — —
SnoeM Limits, 9 10 000 t0 000 20 000 20 000 20 000
Fete DWn*W. 00m (mm) 0912 311 0912.341 15(384) 32181 ► 15 086)
Mount gTMMd 6.32 — 10.32 +`•24 10•12
Vwiotll. rams 3 1 10 11 10
Figure 6.1-2	 Endevco 85XX Series Differential Pressure Transducers
6.2.2 Data Recording Frequency
The frequency range of interest for the inertia data is from DC to 40
Hertz. Using the Boeing criteria of ten data samples per cycle, to
describe the amplitude of a waveform, gives a data sample rate of 400
samples per second. This sample rate would provide the capability to
compute frequency response data to 200 Hertz, if necessary.
6.2.3 Powerplant Primary Transducers
Most flight test experience with accelerometers designed for DC to low
frequency response in the past ten years has been with servo-type
accelerometers in temperature environments not exceeding 240 0F. A
highly accurate servo accelerometer, the Sunstrand Q-Flex Model
QA-1200 (Figure 6.2-1), is available in ranges to +60 g's for
operation in environments up to 2400F. it was decided that this
instrument would be the primary sensor if a low temperature location
could be found for installation.
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft engine case temperature data (Figure 6.2-2)
was then reviewed to determine instrumentation locations that were
below 1600F. To be conservative, the worst case of 120OF take-off
at sea level with eighth-stage bleed was selected, during which the
only region cooler than 2400? is forward of Nacelle Station 110, as
shown in Figure 6.2-2. To solve the equations of motion for all c.g.
acceleration components, at least six accelerometers would be required
in this region (see Locations 1 through 6, Figure 5.3-1),
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Q-FLEX QA-1200
^A
SPECIFICATIONS
RANGE -	 —TO 160 9 MAXIMUM
LINEARITY—	 .03% OF READING
HYSTERESIS	 <0.001% OF FULL SCALE
TEMPERATURE RANGE 	 -67 TO +239°F
ZERO SHIFT WITH TEMPERATURE. 190 m9/°C MAXIMUM
SENSITIVITY SHIFT WITH TEMPERATURE....l0.01896/°C MAXIMUM
Figure 6.2-1 Q-Flex Model QA-1200 Accelerometer
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Figure 6.2-2	 JT90 Engine Case Temperature Profile
Primary instrumentation includes a vertical and lateral accelerometer
on the hi-lite at NS 40 and two vertical, one lateral, and one
longitudinal accelerometer on the "A" flange at NS 100. All of these
accelerometers will be +60 g models to preclude loss of data due to
high g levels at frequencies out of the range of interest.
Additionally, these unwanted frequencies (above 40 Hertz) will be
removed from the transducer output before digitization through the use
of four-pole Butterworth low-pass filters. To measure engine angular
rates in pitch and yaw, a Northrup three-axis DC gyro (Figure 6.2-3)
will be installed at the 3 o'clock position (looking aft) at NS 100.
This gyro has been used extensively on flight test programs in the
past seven to eight years and is highly reliable.
Additional powerplant instrumentation includes vertical accelerometers
at the wing/strut intersection. These installations will employ the
Kistler, Model 303TF20 (Figure 6.2-4), a low temperature servo
accelerometer already existing and proven in flight test.
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Specifications
Range Pitch .	 .	 . .	 .	 .t15 deg/sec
Roll 360 deg/sec
Yaw .
	
.	 . .	 .	 =10 deg/sec
Linc3rity	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 .t0.5%full scale
Hysteresis	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 10.2% full scale
Threshold and resolution	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 .0.01 deg/sec
Limping ratio .
	
.	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . ...	 0.710.07 critical
Frerauency rbiponse .	 .	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 Flat to 0.5% full scale from 0 . 15 hz
Phase shift .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 Output lagging no greater
than 180 from 0.5 hz
Acceleration sensitivity Linear	 .	 . .	 .	 <0.05 deg/sec/g
Angular .	 . .	 .	 <0.04 dog/sec/radian/sect
Non•repeatability.	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 <0.04ro full scale
Thermal zero shif • 	.	 .	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 .*0.01%full scale/0F
Thermal sensitivity shift
	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 ^0.03%full scale/0F
Output voltage	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 12.5V full scale
Output impedence	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 < 5000 ohms
Output ripple	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 . < 40 MV p•p
Overrange capabili y . 	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 To Z 500 deg/sec in any axis
Operating temperature . 	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 20 to 1350 F
Figure 6.2-3	 Northrup 3-Axis Angular Rate Gyro
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Specifications
Range (full scale) . . . . . . . . . . . . 1409
Voltage sensitivity (adjustable) . . . . . . . 0.1 V/g
Current sensitivity (nominal) . . . . . . . . 0.24 ma/.j
Output voltage	 . . . . . . . . . . . . to -*6.0 V
Noise. 1 MHZ to 8 N1H2 (less than) . . . . . 5 mV, rms
Below 1 MHz (less than) . . . . . . 1 mV, rms
DC to 1 Hz (resolution)	 . . . . . . 5micro•9
Supply voltage and current . . . . . . . . 128 VDC 1 10%; 40 ma, max
Electrical isolation at 50 VDC, pins to case . . . 50 megohms
input to output at 50 VDC .- . . . . 50 megohms
Linearity (to 50 volts any range) . . . . . . . 10.05% fu11 scale
Hysteresis and repeatability . . . . . . . . 0.00059
Output at 0 g (max) . . . . . . . . . . . 1500 mg (303TF)
Zero shift with line voltage (max) . . . . . . 0.005 g/V
Sensitivity shift with Ire voltage Imax) . . .. . 0 .05%/V
Temperature range . . . . . . . . . . . —65 0 F to +1850 F
Zero shift with temperature variation . . . . . 0.150g/100 0 F
Sensitivit y shift with temperature variation . . . 0.01%/ 0 F
Transverse acceleration -DC to 5 HZ . . . . . 1100 g
•5 HZ to 2000 HZ . . . 40 g peak
Goss coupling ecefficient (pendulosity error) 	 none
Case alignment (to :rue sensitivity axis) . . 	 0.002919
Acceleration limit tnnn•cperating sensitive axis) 200 g
Shock limit (5 ms,^c nil—e) . . . . . . . . . 2009
Weight (with terms +.!1 cover) . . . . . . . . 3.4 oz.
Figure 6.2-4 Kistler Low Temperature Accelerometer
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6.2.4 Powerplant Redundant Instrumentation
To support the primary instrumentation, a total of eight additional
accelerometers will be used. Six of these are located in the higher
temperature regions of the engine (Figure 6.2-2) at two locations --
the diaphragm at NS 152 and the "P" flange at the aft end of the
low-pressure turbine, NS 254. These locations will employ a
yet-to-be-proven accelerometer, the Kaman 1901 (Figure 6.2-5). This
transducer provides very high accuracy with low hysteresis in
environments up to 10500F. The transducer will, of course, be
subjected to a thorough check-out at the BCAC Flight Test
Instrumentation Technology Laboratory prior to inclusion on any test
flight. The remaining accelerometers are located at the front mount,
NS 126.43, and will employ the Kistler, Model 303TF20 (Figure 6.2.4).
A thermocouple (at Location 13, Figure 5.3-1) is also needed to
provide temperature corrections for the high temperature
accelerometers. A complete tabulation of all powerplant transducers
and their specifications is included in Table 6.2-I.
0.437 +0.020 '	 1.131 "o 000
—0.005	 —0.010
0.125
X0.005
0.208 * 0.005
,diameter 7 0 " a +0.000
—0.005
0.125 diameter 	 _	 diameterI
Specifications
Range	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 *1.09 to 11002
Input
	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 28V OC, 110 VAC, BON
Output	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . . +5V DC
Dynamic resolution .
	
.	 . .
	 0.1% full scale
Operating temperature .
	 . .	 —100 • F to 10500
 F continuous
Non-linearity
	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 < 11% full scale
Sensitivity shift w /temp	 . .	 < 0.01% full scale/ OF
Zero shift w/temp	 .	 .	 . .	 < 0.01% full scale/ OF
Frequency response range . Dependent on range i.e., for 159
the response is DC to 150 hz
(down US 0 150 hz!
Overload capability	 .	 .	 . .	 300% full scale
Humidity effect None
Operating pressure
	 .	 .	 . .	 500 PSI
Figure 6.2-5	 Kaman 1901 High Temperature Accelerometer
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6.2.5
	 Airplane Basic Instrumentation
To obtain airplane air speed,
	 altitude, and Mach number, the
	
copilot's
total	 and	 static	 pressures
	
will	 be recorded	 along with airplane
	
total
temperature.
	
The
	
six components
	
of	 acceleration at	 the airplane
	 C.G.
will	 also	 be	 recorded. The
	
airplane basic	 measured parameters
	 are
listed in Table 6.2-I.
TABLE 6.2-I
AIRPLANE BASIC INSTRUMENTATIONy
Description Units Min Max Accuracy
Co-pilot's total In. HG .1 11
.003
pressure
Co-pilot's static' in. HG 3 31 .006
1 pressure
Total air temperature Deg. C —60 6o 0.6
C.G. lateral acceleration G
—2 2 0.04
C.G.longitudinai acceleration G —1 1 0.02
C.G. formal acceleration G —1 3 0.04
GG. pitch acceleration Dogfsec2 —35 35 1.4
C.G. roil acceleration Deghec2 —49 40 1.6
C.G. yaw acceleration Oe9isec2 —15 is 0.6
s
trig time Mrmin:sec 0.001 sec
6.3 CLEARANCE MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENTATION
Laser proximity probes will be used to measure the changes in running
clearances in the fan and high-pressure turbine due to flight loads.
Four probes will be mounted around the fan containment case and around
the first-stage high-pressure turbine case in both the outboard
Position No. 1 and inboard Position No. 3 engines. The position of
each probe is shown in Figures 5.4-2 and 5.4-4 (of Section 5.4).
Laser proximity probes offer a highly accurate means of measurinq
blade tip clearances during the flight test. The laser probes supply
clearance measurement changes at accuracies up to +0.003 inch.
These probes have an additional advantage because they actually view
the blades. This function provides the ability of visual detection of
rubbing anywhere in the stage because the rub is accompanied by local
heating and appears to the proximity probe as a glow. Whirl is also
detected because the blades are viewed directly. If off-axis rotation
of the stage occurs, an indication of two different clearances will be
indicated by the proximity probe.
1
S
6
^	 a
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The proximity probes which are to be used for
laser source and are commonly called laser
probes. Operation of this type of probe is
triangulation system. Illustrations of the two
single-case and multiple-case probes, are showr
5.4-3.
these tests utilize a
blade tip clearance
based on an optical
basic configurations,
in Figures 5.4-1 and
In both configurations, light from a helium-neon laser is focused onto
a single 0.001-inch diameter fiber optic. The light is carried along
this fiber and emitted from the end of the fiber in the probe, acting
as a point source of light.  Thi s point source of light  i s focused on
the blades by the input lens. If the blades are at Position A, shown
on the figures, the reflected spot of light will be focused by the
output lens onto a coherent fiber optic at point A'; similarly, if the
blades are at Position B, the reflected spot will be focused onto the
coherent output fiber at Point B'. It should be noted that the imaged
spot positions at A' and B' do not depend on the reflectivity of the
blades (specular or diffuse, absorptive or reflective) or on the angle
of tilt of the blade with respect to the probe. It is a function of
only the distance of the blade from the probe. The coherent fiber
optic bundle transfers the imaged spot positions from the probe end to
the other end where the spot position is viewed through a lens system
by a video camera. The video camera image is displayed on a TV
monitor, so that the position of the light spot on the raster of the
TV is a measure of the position of the blade clearance. An
illuminated reticle is attached to the output fiber optic and serves
as a calibration reference for the system. The system is calibrated
so that any given position along the scale corresponds to a given
blade clearance between the blades and the outer air-seal surface.
The TV image is video-tape recorded for permanent record and further
analysis of transients. Time and date are superimposed on the video
signal for reference. The fact that the clearance data are viewed by
a video system limits the data acquisition rate to 30 inputs per
second.
The video data is also processed by a laser proximity probe electronic
readout. The readout unit functions by counting TV raster lines to
find the line number which represents the center of the spot of
light. The unit does this by starting at the top of the TV raster and
counting each line until a line with sufficient intensity
(representing the top of the spot) is found. The number of this line
is added to a second number representing the last line with sufficient
intensity. The resulting sum is twice the line number at the center
of the data spot. This number is scaled to provide the calibrated
millivolt output proportional to the engine clearance. This clearance
signal is then fed into the RA001 airplane onboard data acquisition
system. Depending upon the clearance range spanned for specific
stages, average accuracy is +2 to +3 mils (two standard deviations, 95
percent confidence).
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The probe in Figure 5.4-1 is intended for making blade tip clearance
measurements through single case structures.
	 It is low in profile
and, therefore, can fit between the fan cowl and the fan case. The
current probes have high-temperature epoxied fiber optics which limit
the operating temperature of the fiber optics portion of the probe to
600oF.
Turbine probes, as in Figure 5.4-3, have to operate in a significantly
more hostile environment, requiring nitrogen cooling and high pressure
seals. Due to the high temperature environment, the blade tips emit
radiation which can be picked up by the video system. This
"background radiation" is eliminated by using an optical band-pass
interference filter which blocks out all light except °or the
reflected laser beam light. A folded optical system utilizing a prism
at the base of the probe provides a system that is analogous to the
compressor type probe built into a cylindrical form. The probe is
cylindrical so that it can be effectively sealed at the outer case
with a piston-ring type seal. The probe is bayonetted into the rub
strip so that the probe moves with the rub strip, resulting in
measurements relative to the rub strip.
The probe is purged with nitrogen to prevent the accumulation of
contaminants on the probe optics. The temperature vulnerable portion
of the probe is the fiber optics which is the part of the probe
farthest from the engine flow path. These probes have been operated
in the JT90 first- and second-stage turbines with no adverse
temperature effect. These probes are currently capable of making
clearance-change measurements from the face of the probe out to 0.20
inch from the face of the probe. A change of optics would provide
other ranges.
To make these probes capable of functioning in a flight engine, the
proximity probe system must be set up as shown in Figure 5.4-1. This
arrangement will require operating the laser light source in the
airplane cabin and focusing the laser beam into a low loss fiber
optic. The low loss fiber optic passes through the wing to an
environmental camera housing mounted in the pylon. Here the fiber is
coupled to another section of low loss fiber routed through a conduit
to the laser probe. The output fiber optic is brough^ back out
through the same conduit to the readout video camera in the pylon.
The output from the camera is brought through a video cable back to
the airplane cabin where it is recorded on video tape, viewed on the
video monitor, and read on the electronic readout. 	 A supply of
bottled high pressure purge nitrogen is also mounted in the cabin and
piped through the wing and pylon to the laser probe.
A summary of the equipment, cooling, cable sizes, and power
requirements is set forth in Section 5.4, Tables 5.4-I, 5.4-II, and
5.4-III.
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6.4	 ENGINE PERFORMANCE AND CASE TEMPERATURE INSTRUMENTATION
Various	 program	 options	 in	 the flight	 test program	 could involve
performance	 testing of one	 or	 more of	 the following types: 1)	 bare
engine
	 tests,	 2)	 installed ground tests,	 and 3)	 flight monitoring on
one or two instrumented engines. The performance testing and types of
data envisioned to be recorded are summarized in Table 6.4-I.
TABLE 6.4-I
PERFORMANCE TESTS AND TYPES OF DATA
Engine Running
Perform- Clear- Thermal
ance ances Loads Thrust
Engine Calibration at
Middletown X X X
Initial	 Installed
Ground Run
f
X X X
Simulated Flight
Acceptance Test X X X
Installed Ground Run X X X
Multiple Take-Off and
Landing Tests X X X
Installed Ground Run X X X
Flight Maneuver Tests
(Wind-Up Turns) X X X
Installed Ground Run X X X
Flight Gust Loads Tests X X X
Installed Ground Run X X X
Engine Calibration at
Middletown X X X
,=
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Engir+e instal l ed instrumentation associated with the fli ght loads
program will be used to measure essentially two classes of data; (a)
engine performance, (b) engine thermal loads. The primary objective of
the program is the determination of changes in engine performance, more
specifically, performance deterioration, which results from initial
aircraft flight and various flight maneuvers, and to relate this
performance deterioration to changes in the physical configuration of
the engine such as seal and blade tip clearance. Engine surface
temperature and thermal load data are acquired to determine the extent
to which various seal clearances and blade tip clearances are
influenced by both spacewise and timewise surface temperature
gradients. Both the performance data and the thermal load data will be
correlated with proximity probe data simultaneously acquired.
It will also be a requirement to compare and correlate data acquired
during this flight loads test program with similar data acquired
earlier in the NASA JT9D Diagnostic Programs.
Success in correlating and comparing data acquired from different test
programs is dependent upon similarities in the physical characteristics
of the various data systems involved and similarities in the methods of
acquiring the data. The technical feasibility of the successful
completion of this program thus rests with our ability to employ data
systems as nearly alike as possible and to acquire data in as nearly a
similar fashion as possible throughout the program.
6.4.1 Description of the P&WA Data Systems
Initial performance calibration testing of the engines will take place
in a production test cell at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft's Middletown,
Connecticut facility. The flight test program will be followed by the
return of the engines to the Middletown facility for postflight
calibration testing. Engine performance will be acquired by test
systems in the Middletown facility, the APTOAC system and the HAPTS
system, each of which are described below.
6.4.1.1 The APTDAC Data System
The Automatic Production Test Data Ac quisition and Control System
(APTDAC) replaces all visual instrument readout devices with
computerized display and control modules. Measurements acquired by the
system are converted to engineering units, the converted data are used
to calculate the required performance parameters, and the results are
checked to determine out-of-limits conditions.
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Computer System
The basic computer is a 16-bit digital computer with a 1.1 microsecond
cycle time. The computer also employs a disk storage drive for
additional storage capacity. The test stand has peripheral devices
(line printer, cathode ray tube (CRT) display) for interfacing with the
system. The computer also has a teletype writer, card reader, and
magnetic tape transports for programmer communications with the
computer, rapid itorage of bulk data, and as a back up for operating
system programs.
The ADTDAC system acquires measurements from the following subsystems
and provides the indicated number of channels:
o	 temperatures (35)
o	 pressures (31)
o	 thrust (	 4)
o	 position measurements (	 3)
o	 fuel flow (	 2)
o	 mass oil flow* (	 1)
o	 speeds (	 2)
o	 vibration* (	 4)
o	 barometric pressure {	 1)
o	 fuel density (	 1)
o	 oil	 level* 1)
Total 85
*not required for performance measurements
Electrical signals from these subsystems are fed into the computer
which converts them into the appropriate engineering units and outputs
the results to the CRT display or line printer.
Temperatures
The 35 temperature channels are routed to two Pace 150 OF thermocouple
reference ovens. The output of the ovens are routed through a 36-pin
connector to the input of the data system. All wiring and connector
pins between the thermocouples and the ovens are chromel-alunel. The
output wiring from the reference ovens is copper. The millivolt output
from the reference oven is referenced such that zero millivolts
corresponds to 1500F. The data reduction portion of the system
converts the millivolts to temperature from tables published by the
National Bureau of Standards (NBS) via polynomial curve fits. Five
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millivolt ranges and the corresponding curve fits are utilized with a
total curve range of -190OF to +23340F.
The 150OF reference ovens are calibrated using a mercury glass
thermometer traceable to the National Bureau of Standards (NBS). The
thermometer is inserted into a calibration port on the oven and
readings taken after a 15 minute stabilization period. The oven can be
adjusted for deviations of +0.5 0F from 1500F.
Pressures
All performance pressure measurements on the APTDAC systems are
acquired from linear-variable differential transducers (LVDT's). The
transducers are located in a controlled environment together with the
associated calibration instruments. The transducers' ranges are:
Range ( psi)
	
No. of Transducers
1 10
3 8
10 3
25 2
50 2
100 3
400 3
Total	 - = + TI - 32
In addition, the barometric pressure in the transducer E,:vironment is
monitored with a 16-psia precision gage.
The computer system receives the millivolt outputs of the transducers
and converts these data to engineering units based upon the preinput
slope and intercept (zero value) primary calibrations. The system als.,
converts the output of the TI barometric gage to pressure units via the
preinput calibration data. All pressures are output by the computer in
gauge units.
Thrust
Thrust is measured with two 50,000 pound, double bridge, strain gauge
load cells which are mounted in paralel on each side of the thrust
bed. A calibration load cell is mounted on the thrust bed centerline
and is hydraulically loaded. The working load cells are thus calibrated
in place in the thrust stand.
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Fuel Flow
The test stand utilizes two turbine-type flowmeters mounted in series
in the fuel line. The fuel flow meters are calibrated in the Production
Metrology Laboratory utilizing a weight/time calibrator.
Rotor Speeds
N1 speed is sensed by a proximity type pickup, and N2 speed is sensed
by a tachometer mounted on the engine. Frequency-to-voltage converters
and event counters are employed in the speed system. The counter
frequencies are calibrated to within ±1 Hz of the theoretical frequency.
Barometric Pressure
The reference pressure of the transducer environment is monitored by a
precision gage. The pressures are utilized by the computer to convert
transducer measurements to absolute units on the data reduction
printout. The gage is calibrated versus a traceable dead weight tester
in the Middletown Metrology Laboratory.
Fuel Density
Fuel density is measured with a density measuring system. The density
measurement source is checked and calibrated in two ways:
o
	
	 Fuel samples are acquired three times per week and the density
determined by a hydrometer, and
o
	
	
A fluid with a known density is input to the stand pipe and
the density recorded (six month intervals).
Position Measurements
Three rotary position potentiometers measure Pnwer Lever Angle (PLA),
Condition Lever Angle (CDLA) (fuel selector and enrichment), and Stator
!lane Angle ( $ ). The potentiometers receive excitation from an
adjustable power supply (approximately 4.5 volts) which is monitored by
a	 digital	 voltmeter.	 The	 output	 of	 each	 potentiometer	 is
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converted to degrees via experimentally determined slopes for the PLA,
CDLA, and stator vane potentiometers. The position potentiometers are
calibrated using a traceable digital voltmeter.
6.4.1.2 The HAPTS Data System
A portable, High Accuracy Pressure and Temperature Data Acquisition
Systems (HAPTS) will also be used to acquire data in the Middletown
Test Facility. The HAPTS has the capacity to record up to 609 bipolar
millivolt inputs and 192 pressure inputs on four 48-port scanivalved
transducers. Data are recorded at a rate of 20 channels per second. The
data are scanned, digitized by an integrating digital volt-meter, and
recorded on magnetic tape. If requireu, the raw millivolt data can also
be printed simultaneously as a grocery tape output.
Temperatures
All chromel-alumel thermocouple inputs will be routed through Uniform
Temperature Reference (UTR) units. Each unit has 30 input channels,
which includes an ice point reference (32 0F) supplied by an ice point
cell.
Pressures
All pressure measurements will be recorded on 48-port scanivalved
transducers. The pressure transducer ranges follow:
3	 25 psig transducers
3	 50 psig transducers
4	 400 psig transducers
3	 100 psig transducers
1	 20 psia transducers
The pressure transducers and the ranges required will be selected based
upon the final design for the data system measurement requirements.
Data Reduction for HAPTS
All data recorded on the HAPTS magnetic tape unit will be processed
off-line (after the engine tests) on the Sigma 8 computer system in the
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Engineering Building in East Hartford.
Processed data will be generated in engineering units. In addition,
computer data cards and/or a magnetic tape can be produced for
additional downstream processing or for generating computer plots.
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6.4.2 Measurements Made on the P&WA Data Systems
The APTDAC System
Thrust
Fuel Flow
Fuel Density
NI
N2
PA (ambient) 1 port
Pt2 (free stream total) 1 port
Pt2.5 (manif olded) 1 port
Pt3 1 port or sensor
Ps3 1 port or sensor
Ps4 1 port or sensor
Pt7 (manif olded) 1 port
Tt2 single probe
Tt3 single probe
Tt4.5 single probe
Tt6	 Average and
Tt7	 individual readings.
T fuel single probe'
PLA
EVC (bell-crank angle)
5th IGV position
Bleed Valve Position
The HAPTS System
PA (ambient) 1 port
Ptl (free stream total) 1 port
Pt 2.5 (manif olded) 1 port
Pt3 1 port or sensor
Ps3 1 port or sensor
Ps4 1 port or sensor
Pt7 (manifolded) 1 port
Ttl single probe
Tt3 single probe
Tt4.5 single probe
Tt6 averaged
Tt7 averaged
T fuel single probe
Engine surface temperatures
Engine air temperatures
17 (No. 3 engine)
3 (No. 3 engine)
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Figure 6.4-1	 APTDAC System Functional Block Diagrm - The System is
designed to perform real time data acquisition and
display.
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6.4.3 Methods of Data Acquisition on the P&WA Data Acquisition Systems
6.4.3.1 The APTDAC System
The APTDAC system is designed to perform real-time data acquisition and
display. The data system samples all direct current (DC) inputs
(thrust, pressures, and temperatures) at a scanning rate of 200
channels/second via a low-speed multiplexor which has the capability
for on-line checks of the four millivolt ranges ( ±10, +20, +50, and 500
mv) compared to standard millivolt inputs from the -data system. The
channels are scanned four times and averaged. The frequency channels
(fuel flow and speeds) are totalized by eight counters for a 3- to
4-second gate time and averaged. The total acquisition time for one
data scan is approximately 5 seconds, and the total computer conversion
and data reduction time is approximately 20 seconds. Figure 6.4-1 is a
functional block diagram of the APTOAC system.
6.4.3.1 The HAPTS System
Data are acquired at the rate of 20 channels/sec. It will be the
practice to take several complete data scans during the latter portion
of steady state runs. Averages of the scans will then be calculated.
6.4.4 Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Data System Accuracies
APTOAC DATA SYSTEM ACCURACY
Parameter	 Accuracy
P amb +0.01 psi
Pt2.5 +0.05 psi
Pt3 +0.06 psi
Ps3 +0.06 psi
Ps4 +1.2 psi
Pt7 +0.02 psi
Tt amb +1.00F
Tt4.5 +2.00F
Tt6 +3.OoF
Tt3 +2.OoF
Tt7 +3.OoF
Tt fuel +1.40F
Wf	 (fuel	 flow) +0.45% of rdg
Fn (thrust) +0.5% ++
N1 +0.1% of rdg
N2 +0.1% of rdg
++ =	 85 lbf
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Ptl
Pt2.5
Pt3.0
Pt4.0
Pt6.0
+0.025 psi
+0.025 psi
+0.050 psi
+0.40 psi
+0.10 psi
Tt4
Tt2.6
TO
Barometer (HSD)
Case temperatures
Flange temperatures
40.40oF
+0.250F
;0.250F
+0.025 % of full range
+0.25oF
70.250F
HAPTS DATA SYSTEM ACCURACY
Parameter
	
Accuracy
f^
6.4.5 General Feasibility and Adequacy of the P&WA Data Acquisition
System
6.4.5.1 Accuracy
The above quoted accuracies for the APTDAC data system are estimates of
the total uncertainty (bias + precision). The accuracies of the
portable HAPTS are estimated precision values. Both accuracy estimates
are based on engine tests conducted three months apart. 	 These
accuracies are adequate to meet the requirements of the program.
6.4.5.2 Data Acquisition Techniques
In order to eliminate, or to minimize as much as possible, engine
performance variations that may deviate from a supposedly steady-state
condition, it is planned to acquire performance data for some extended
period of time during the last 1-112 minutes of each stabilized
7-minute steady state calibration point. All performance data will then
be averaged over the total period. Acquisition of data by both the
APTDAC and HAPTS systems simultaneously will further maximize the
probability that data truly representative of steady state conditions
are being acquired.
6.4.6 The Flight Program
Performance data acquisition during installed ground and flight tests
will be achieved with the airplane-installed data acquisition system
which is a permanent part of the Boeing RA001 experimental 747 airplane.
The program will involve several flights of the aircraft which will be
preceeded by and followed by ground runs. Additional ground runs will
be made when determined to be appropriate.
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It will be necessary to compare performance, temperature, and proximity
probe measurements acquired during each ground run with measurements
acquired during the preceeding run in order to determine the influence
of the flight conditions imposed during the intervening flight between
the ground runs. In order to maximize the information so gained,
repeatability of measurements and precision are of far more importance
than absolute measurement accuracy. Thus, a nominal degree of bias in
the aircraft measuring system can be tolerated. In order to compare
data acquired by the aircraft data system with data acquired by the
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft HAPTS and APTOAC systems, any bias in either
or both systems must be accounted for. Precision and bias of both
systems are, therefore, of importance in establishing the feasibility
of the proposed program.
6.4.7 Description of the Boeing RA001 Airplane Flight Test Data
Acquisition System
The capabilities of the RA001 data acquisition system are set forth in
Section 5.1.1.
6.4.8 Engine Performance Measurements Made on the Boeing RA001 Aircraft
The following engine performance measurement will be recorded on the
Boeing RA001 airplane during the proposed flight test program for each
engine whose performance is being monitored.
r >
	
N2
N1
Tt7
Tt4.5
Tt3
Tt6
Pt7
Pt3
Pt136
Pt2.5
Ps3
Ps4
5th IGV Position
Power Lever Angle
Bleed Valve Position
Pylon Valve Position
Air Control Valve, HPC
Totalizer, Qty
Fuel Temp
Elapsed Fuel
Thrust will not be measured in the aircraft. The measured parameters
will be used as input to the computer simulation of the JT90 with thrust
determined as an output (calculated) value.
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6.4.9 Thermal Loads Temperature Instrumentation in the Aircraft
In order to assess the effects of thermal gradients on the changes in
engine clearances, it is desirable to install surface thermocouples on
one or both of the two test engines to record the thermal gradients
encountered during flight.
The Boeing Commercial Airplane Company's 747 test airplane, RA001, is
currently provided with 72 thermocouple wires at the inboard No. 3
engine location and 20 thermocouple wires at the outboard No. 1 engine
location. It would be advantageous to increase this number to at
least that of the X-Ray Facility Load Test program (400 thermocouples)
in order to obtain a direct correspondence with the data from that
program. However, the expense of related engine case modifications
and airframe rewiring to increase the number of lead wires is not
considered to be cost effective at this time.
Thermocouples were not planned within the engine's internal cavities
because of the difficulty in routing wires out of the engine without
the design of special case penetrations.
The study effort was directed toward the definition of thermocouple
locations that would provide the optimum thermal load information.
Three combinations of thermocouple arrangement were defined as follows:
1. 72 thermocouples on the No. 3 engine; the locations are shown
on Figure 6.4-2.
20 thermocouples on the No. 1 engine; the locations are shown
on.Figure 6.4-3.
2. 72 thermocouples on the No. 3 engine, assuming that only
engine No. 3 was instrumented; the locations are shown on
Figure 6.4-4
3. 20 thermocouples on the No. 3 engine, assuming that only
engine No. 3 was instrumented; the locations are shown on
Figure 6.4-3.
The first thermocouple combination would be utilized if both engines
were prepared for test by Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. The second
thermocouple arrangement was established if only the inboard engine
was prepared as an analytical engine. The third thermocouple
arrangment was established if only the high-pressure turbine module
was prepared and utilized in exchanging the existing module in a spare
engine.
3
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Figure 6.4-2 Configuration 1 with 72 Thermocouples on the Inboard
(No. 3) Engine.
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Figure 6.4-3 Configurations No. 1 and No. 3 with 20 Thermocouples on
the Outboard (No. 1) Engine.
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Figure 6.4-4 Configuration No 2 with 72 Thermocouples on the Inboard
Engine if the Outboard Engine is Not Instrumented.
6.4.10 Method of Data Acquisition in the Aircraft
Several scans of data will be taken during each steady state ground
run point and each stabilized aircraft flight point of interest.
Averaging of these scans will ensure that all instabilities are
minimized and that small differences in performance are truly
representative of actual changes caused by flight loads and clearance
changes.
6.4.11 Performance Instrumentation on the Engine
Figure 6.4-5 shows the locations of the performance instrumentation
stations on the No. 1 and No. 3 engines.
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Figure 6.4-5 Engine Performance Instrumentation Locations.
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6.4.12 Aircraft Data Acquisition System Accuracy
Item Ran a Estimated
Number Description of Parameter
^
Min. Accuracy
1 Free Stream Total Pressure 0.3 to 1.8"Hg Gage 0.009"Hg
11"Hg Gage 0.02111Hg
2 Ambient Pressure 5 to 7"Hg Gage 0.01501Hg
(from trailing cone) 31"HgA 0.027511Hg
3 Free Stream Total Temperature 600C 0.50C
4 Low-Pressure Turbine 0 to 80"HgA 0.12% Full Scale
• Discharge Total Pressure
5 Fan Discharge Total Pressure 0 to 80"HgA 0.12% Full Scale
Measured at Nacelle Station
132
6 Low-Pressure Turbine 100 to 8000C 60C
Discharge Total Temperature
7 Low-Pressure Rotor Speed Idle to 4000 rpm 4 rpm
8 High-Pressure Rotor Speed Idle to 8000 rpm 8 rpm
9 Fuel Flow Rate 0 to 25,000 pph 0.25% Full Scale
10 Fuel Temperature at Flowmeter 0 to 1600C 1 1/20C
11 High-Pressure Compressor 4 to 800" HgA 0.16% Full Scale
Discharge Static Pressure
12 Low-Pressure Compressor 4 to 200" HgA 0.14% Full Scale
Discharge Static Pressure
13 Fuel Control Cross Shaft 0 to 90 deg 2.0% Full Scale
• Angle
14 EVC Bell-Crank Angle -40 to +10 deg 1 deg Rotation
15 Low-Pressure Compressor
Discharge Total Pressure 0-400" HgA 0.16% Full Scale
16 High-Pressure Turbine
Discharge Total Temperature 100-10000C 80C
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SECTION 7.0
PROGRAM OPTIONS
The ob'jective of this study was to examine combinations of: 1) nacelle
load instrumentation, 2) engine clearance and performance
instrumentation, 3) flight test program approaches, and 4) flight test
aircraft. Contract requirements were to develop several alternate
recommendations meeting different total fli l ht test program relative
costs levels with varying levels of technical value.
7.1 USE OF NASA 747 AS FLIGHT TEST VEHICLE
,As discussed in Section 5.5, a considerable effort would be required
to bring the NASA airplane up to an equivalent capability of that
currently existing on the Boeing RA001 airplane. The modifications,
test, and refurbishment schedule would make the NASA airplane
unavailable to the space shuttle program for a minimum time period of
five to six months. In addition, the c;ast to do this work on the NASA
airplane is estimated to approximately double the cost of the
recommended program on the RA001 airplane.
NASA Johnson has indicated that the airplane could not be
out-of-service to them for the required time. On this basis alone, it
was Judged to be unavailable to the flight loads test program. Due to
the unavailability of the airplane and in consideration of the
substantial added costs to the flight loads test program, it was
concluded that the use of the NASA airplane should be excluded from
any further considerations.
7.2 RA001 POTENTIAL PROGRAM CONFIGURATION MATRIX
A matrix of six different instrumentation configuration options were
evaluated separately for both determining flight loads and the engine
response to these loads. These separate options were developed in a
manner to provide options, in descending order, from the highest
technical value to the lowest value. The option with the lowest
technical value that was considered was compatible with the existing
wiring capability of the RA001 airplane. These options considered an
inboard position engine (No. 3) and an outboard position engine (No.
1).
`i1	
pW WA14K Wt
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7.2.1 Flight Loads Instrumentation Options
7.2.1.1 Aerodynamic Loads
Due to the importance of the inboard position for aerodynamic loads,
it was considered that the inboard position should always be
instrumented the heaviest and the outboard position light for
correlation of the aerodynamic loads with the inertia loads. The
inboard distribution of pressure taps is shown on Figures 5.2-1
through 5.2-3 for the configurations studied. Figure 5.2-4 shows the
distribution of the pressure tap locations for the outboard nacelle.
The matrix of instrumentation configurations studied for the
aerodynamic loads is shown on Table 7.2.1-I.
In the above study, the 396 pressure tap
desired level for 100 percent technical value
and the 126 pressure taps result from the
wiring limitations on the airplane and is
technical value in the order of 30 percent.
pressure taps were selected to coincide
instrumentation covering the inertia loads
optimum combinations in a descending order of
locations represent the
on the inboard position,
 current instrumentation
considered to provide a
The above combinations of
with the selection of
so as to provide the
technical value.
7.2.1.2 Inertia (g) and Gyro Loads
The previous feasibility study, NASA CR-135395, reflects the desired
inboard and outboard instrumentation for inertia loads to provide 100
percent technical value. These locations are shown on Figure 5.3-1 and
Tables 5.3-I and 5.3-II. Again, like the aerodynamic loads
instrumentation, configuration options were selected in order to
provide descending levels of technical value and are shown in Table
7.2.1-I.
For those configurations in Tabl
only ten accelerometers and gvros
be the primary instrumentation
accelerometers at the wing/strut
be the minimum acceptable.
e 7.2.1-I that call for a total of
it was considered that these should
shown on Table 5.3-I plus two
intersection, which is considered to
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TABLE 1.2.1-I
AERODYNAMIC AND INERTIA LOAD INSTRUMENTATION OPTIONS
Inboard (No.	 3) Engine Outboard No.	 1}	 Engine
Tumge—r—or Number o um^i tubero um ergo —
Pressure ,'ccelerometers Pressure Accelerometers
Option Taps
 
and Gyros Taps and Gyros
1 396 18 45 18
2 396 0 0 18
3 396 0 45 10
4 396 0 0 10
5 252 0 0 10
6 126 0 0 10
a
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1.2.2 Engine Preparation and Instrumentation
The objective of engine preparation and instrumentation efforts in the
flight loads flight test program is to measure the effect of discrete
flight load events on engine clearances and performance. A number of
technical options were examined covering: 1) the amount of test engine
preparation, and 2) the level of instrumentation related to clearances,
performance, and case temperature.
T;ia highest potential for successful correlation of flight load levels
with engine performance losses and clearance changes, including
identification of the differences between outboard and inboard engine
installation locations, would be by analytically preparing both inboard
and outboard engines. Performance testing of both engines with expanded
instrumentation in sea level test stands, installed prior to each
flight, and continuous monitoring during flight would permit direct
correlation of performance loss to specific flight events. Installation
of fan and high-pressure turbine proximity probes would permit direct
correlation of flight load level to clearance changes under both steady
and dynamic flight load situations. Postflight test performance
calibrations and analytical engine disassembly would permit the changes
in clearances and other part conditions througout the engine to be
documented as well as the correlation of measured module performance
losses with specific causative factors. The installation of case
thermocouples would permit correlation between actual measured case
temperatures in flight with those measured during the X-ray Facility
Load Test program to facilitate definition of the role of engine case
environmental temperatures and leakages in permanent clearance changes
and performance losses. This approach represents the first engine
program option examined and would involve the lease of two engines from
those available in P&WA's lease pool.
As a second engine program option to reduce overall program costs,
without sacrificing a significant level of confidence in achieving the
desired program objectives, the use of an analytically prepared engine
for the inboard location and a part i ally prepared outboard engine was
examined. The spare engine which supports the RA001 airplane test
program would be returned to P&WA's Service Center for swap of the fan
containment case and high-pressure turbine module with previously
analytically prepared units for evaluation in the outboard engine
location. This swap could be accomplished in a short period of time and
limits the risk of an RA001 airplane out-of-service condition for lack
of spare engine support. This second option would require lease of only
one engine and one high-pressure turbine module. At the conclusion of
the flight test program, both engines would be returned to P&WA and
performance tested. The inboard engine and the nigh-pressure turbine of
the outboard engine would be analytically disassembled. The original
fan case and high-pressure turbine module would be reinstalled in the
spare engine and the engine returned to Boeing in ten days elapsed time
to support RA001 continued flight testing.
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The third engine program option examined sacrifice of the analytically
prepared lease engine for the inboard location. The spare engine with
an analytically prepared high-pressure turbine module and fan
containment case would be utilized in the inboard location. Twenty case
thermocouples and expanded instrumentation would be installed on the
inboard engine. The outboard engine would have the fan containment ring
exchanged to permit fan clearance measurement. The exchange of fan
cases would be accomplished by a Pratt & Whitney Aircraft crew with the
outboard engine still installed. Minimum performance and no
thermocouple case temperature data would be available on the outboard
engine. Under this option, installed performance calibrations would be
omitted as the performance change data would be significantly less
meaningful than in option one or two. Option three sacrifices
confidence in achieving all of the program objectives, however, it
retains a portion of all the types of data and the more significant
ability to correlate clearance change with specific flight events and
load levels. Under this option, lease of only a high-pressure turbine
module would be required.
Engine program option four is identical in terms of the engine
preparation to option three, however, the engine expanded performance
and case temperature instrumentation are deleted in favor of
maintaining the clearance change instrumentation. This option completes
the sacrifice of the objective of direct correlation of performance
changes with flight load levels/events.
Engine program option five retains the inboard engine clearance change
instrumentation and preparation as described in option three -but
deletes the fan case swap and fan clearance instrumentation on the
outboard engine. This option would additionally sacrifice the ability
to discern differences in engine response to loads between inboard and
outboard installation locations as well as data concerning engine
response to the higher relative inertia load levels with respect to
aerodynamic load expected in the outboard location.
Engine program option six would reduce the clearance instrumentation to
the fan only on the inboard engine. The change of the fan containment
ring would occur as described for the outboard engine in options Four
and five. The technical integrity of the program with respect to
defining the effect of flight load on the engine has been so
compromised as to make this option a waste of technical resources. This
option, however, was examined and costed to define a lower boundary of
program cost. To reiterate, this option deletes expanded performance
instrumentation, all case temperatures, all outboard engine clearance
and the inboard high-pressure turbine clearance instrumentation. All
performance testing would be deleted and no lease hardware would be
ne ded.
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7.2.3 Flight Program Scenario Elements
It is desirable to inciude in the flight test program every condition
and maneuver that occurs during typical revenue flights and that may
have a significant impact on engine performance deterioration. The
acceptance flight test, which every airplane goes through before
delivery, contains many elements of a typical revenue flight, but not
all of them.
Take-offs at various gross weights impose different loads on the inlet,
and landings affect inertia and gyro loads.
Ref—c!d landings (go-around) lead to particular temperature transients
in thi, engine.
High g, steady state maneuvers impose a combination of air loads and
inertia loads on the engine that can be simulated through wind-up turns.
Gusts produce transient inertia loads on the nacelles, as well as
special patterns of air load distributions.
Other maneuvers that may cause unusual temperature transients include
noise abatement maneuvers, step climbs and descents, variation in climb
profile for very long range Tights, reduced-thrust take-off effects,
and thrust reverser operation.
To run specific flight tests for each one of these conditions would,
however, exceed the time and funding limitations imposed on this
program. It was decided therefore to limit the test to those conditions
that are most representative of typical revenue flights and whose
frequency of occurrence is such as to have a major impact on
performance deterioration. The selected conditions are:
Take-Offs and Landings at Different Gross Weights
The typical flight acceptance test airplane weighs about 500,000 pounds
at take-off. Revenue flights at 650,000 and 820,000 pounds will be
simulated because inlet loads during take-off rotation vary
considerably with gross weight (speed and angle of attack effect).
Landings at the appropriate maximum permissible gross weight and
go-arounds shall follow these take-offs in order to measure landing
loads on the engine as well as temperature transients in the engine.
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Wind-Up Turns
Wind-up turns, that is, coordinated turns at constant speed and
altitude, will be carried out to induce inertia loads on the nacelle.
Wind-up turns at 1.3, 1.5, and 2 g's shall be flown to simulate the
effects of gusts, avoidance maneuvers, and other flight conditions not
occurring during the acceptance flight.
Gust Flying
It is desirable to measure the inertia loads induced by turbulence.
These measurements may be accomplished during the above mentioned
missions if a sufficient level of turbulence is encountered. If not,
flying time could be devoted to seek gust fields.
Flight Hours
First Option
Acceptance Test Flight	 7 hours
Gross Weight Variations, Wind-Up Turns,
and Maneuvers
	
8 hours
Ferry Flights
	
3 hours
Gust Search	 15 hours
Total	 hours
Second Option
Acceptance Test Flight 	 7 hours
Gross Weight Variations, Wind-Up Turns,
and Maneuvers	 8 hours
Total	 I5TiO-5rs
Third Option
Acceptance Test Flight 	 7 hours
These flight durations allow for a repetition of missions where
unsatisfactory measurements were obtained.
F7.3 SELECTED OPTIONS
The various flight load instrumentation, engine instrumentation, and
' flight program scenario options discussed in Section 7.2 were combined
into the seven basic Flight Loads Test Program Options shown in Table
7.3-I.
Program Option I combines the first option for each of the elements
(aircraft option and engine option) and has the maximum probability of
successfully achieving all of the program objectives. Program Option
II represents a small sacrifice in probability of achieving the
technical objectives, while each successive option to Option VII
reduces the amount of instrumentation for determination of either
loads, engine response, or flight coverage. Option VII represents, in
the judgement of BCAC and P&WA, a program of such low technical value
that the sole purpose in defining it was to bound the potential
progams on the minimum side.
In the course of examining the seven basic options and the related
costs, two additional options were defined. Option VIII represents an
increase of loads instrumentation of Option VI to include outboard
nacelle pressure load instrumentation. Option IX incorporates a
further refinement of Option VIII to include basic inboard inertia
loads instrumentation and engine option 3, which adds fan clearance
instrumentation to the outboard engine, and expanded performamce and
case thermocouples to the inboard engine.
TABLE 7.3-I
FLIGHT TEST PROGRAM OPTIONS INVESTIGATED
Basic	 Added
Program Option No.	 1	 11	 111 IV	 V	 V1	 Vii	 dill 7T
Aircraft Option (BCAC)	 1	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 5+	 5++
Engine Option (P&WA)	 1	 2	 3	 4	 4	 5	 6	 5	 3
Flight Hours	 33	 33	 15	 15	 15	 15	 7	 15	 15
Acceptance Flight 	 X	 X	 X	 X	 X	 X	 X	 X	 X
Take-Off/Landings
	
X	 X	 X	 X	 X	 X	 X	 X
Wind-Up Turns
	
X	 X	 X	 X	 X	 X	 X	 X
Gust Loads
	
X	 X
+ and ++; Modifications of Aircraft Option 5 (Table 7.2.1-I).
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7.4 PROGRAM RELATIVE COST
Since actual program cost estimates are proprietary, an arbitrary
value of program cost was selected, and the ratio of the estimated
cost of each program to the base value was determined. Table 7.4-I
shows the relative cost of each of the nine Program Options examined.
The estimated cost for preparing and refurbishing the NASA space
shuttle carrier 747 airplane would essentially double the cost of
conducting the recommended or alternate programs as discussed in
Section 7.1.
TABLE 7.4-I
RELATIVE COST FOR PROGRAM OPTIONS EVALUATED
Program
Option No.	 I	 II	 III	 IV	 V	 VI	 VII	 VIII	 IX
Relative
Program Cost 1.544 1.472 1.104 1.12 1.092 0.968 0.664 0.996 1.058
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A means of evaluating the relative technical merits of each potential
program option was developed to facilitate evaluation of the cost
effectiveness of each program option. The technique also aided in the.
assessment of the effectiveness of additional combinations of
instrumentation on both inboard and outboard engines and/or flight
program scenarios not covered in the original seven options examined.
The basis of the evaluation procedure was the distribution of the
program value between determination of load level (cause), engine
response (effect), and the flight load event coverage permitted by
various amounts of flight time (data quantity). Based on detailed
discussions, the consensus favored a distribution of the total program
value (100 percent) as follows: 1) 30 percent to load level
determination, 2) 30 percent to engine response determination, and 3)
40 percent to data quantity (coverage of specific flight load events).
It was further determined that a value should be given to each type of
data (i.e., inboard pressure loads, case temperature, etc.) and flight
type (acceptance, gust, etc.) which ranked that particular element
importance with respect to other elements of either data or flight
type. Additionally, if the amount of instrumentation for a particular
element could be reduced, a reduction in value would be assigned that
would relate to the change in confidence of achieving the technical
goal for that specific data element. The arbitrary scale for data and
flight elements of from 1 to 10 was assigned to each element. A value
of 10 signifies the highest level of importance and 0 the lowest where
no provisions for a particular item have been made.
Table 7.5-I shows the values assigned to each data element and flight
type/load type. The total value score for flight load instrumentation/
data is 23, engine response is 23, and flight test elements is 30.
This scoring provides 23/76 or approximately 30 percent to cause and
effect data elements and 30/76 or 40 percent to the flight test
program and meets the distribution of program value established.
A reduction in value was assigned when the quantity of instrumentation
for any data element was reduced. These values are also shown in Table
7.5-I.
The values assiv.ed are based on a relative ranking of:
o The technical value of each type of data based on engineering
judgment of the significance of the data element in
understanding and quantifying the causes for short-term engine
performance deterioration.
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o The completeness and quantity of similar existing data from
other parts of the NASA JT9D Jet Engine Diagnostics Program or
previous contractor/subcontractor testing.
o The overall importance of specific types of flights or flight
maneuver events and relative frequency of occurrence in typical
airline service.
As a specific example of the rationale used for assigning the value of
10 to instrumentation to determine pressure loads on the inboard
engine, the following factors were considered:
o Analytical studies predict that 81 percent of the short-term
engine performance loss is caused by aerodynamic pressure
loads, and these studies are based on estimates of inboard
:	 nacelle loads.
o Previous flight test pressure load information exists for the
inboard engine location of the 747/JT90 even though the data
are insufficient.
o The current X-Ray Facility Load Test program is measuring the
impact of simulated inboard engine pressure loads on engine
clearances.
The rationale for assigning the next highest value of technical
merit(s) to instrumentation to determine inboard engine clearances is
the same.
While the estimated effects of inertia loads on engine performance are
small, there is uncertainty about the normal levels of these flight
loads. The inertia load levels are anticipated, based on airplane
structural analysis and limited data, to be highest in the outboard
engine location. This data element was considered to rank next in
overall technical importance.
Provided the test engines are analytically prepared and expanded
instrumentation is used, determination of engine and module
performance changes can be undertaken and specific causes documented
through analytical teardown and examination. This data element is
considered next in value or merit. However deletion of the full
analytical build and/or expanded performance instrumentation would
seriously detract from the value of obtaining such data.
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Analysis of performance data from short-term service engines and
monitoring of engines just entering service suggests a significant
loss of performance during the acceptance flight of the aircraft. The
relative ranking of 10 for measuring the loads and engine response
during this flight test is therefore obvious.
Rankings or values were established for each data element and flight
type by identical methods, based on previous studies conducted under
the NASA JT9D Jet Engine Diagnostics Program.
Table 7.5-II shows the Technical Value for the seven options initially
examined both in terms of numerical score and relative value in
percent.
Two additional options were examined ( VIII and IX) which reintroduced
the outboard nacelle pressure instrumentation ( Option VII), the
outboard fan proximity probes, and inboard primary inertia loads
instrumentation. The technical score and relative value are shown in
Table 7.5-III.
The relative cost for each of the programs is shown in Table 7.4-I.
The relative program costs from Table 7.4-I and technical values were
cross plotted, and a line was drawn from the origin to the point of
tangency with the curve to determine the optimum program cost and
technical value. This curve and tangent line are shown in Figure
7.5-1. Program option IX is the closest to the optimum program,
followed in descending order by Program Options VIII and VI.
	
100	 Option TS
$0Program	 \Optimum
technical	 60	 program
value 40	 / 	 Option ^
%	 /	 Option ^
20-
0 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6
Relative program cost
Figure 7.5-1 Cost Effectiveness Evaluation Results - Option IX is the
most cost effective program.
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TABLE 7,5-I
TECHNICAL MERIT VALUES ASSIGNED TO INSTRUMENTATION/DATA ELEMENTS
AND TO SPECIFIC FLIGHT TEST TYPES
RELATIVE DATA MERIT (Scale of 1 through 10)
Loads; maximum points = 23:
Pressure Loads, Inboard - 10 (396*), 9 (252*), 4 (126*)
g and gyro Loads, Inboard = 4 (18*), 2 (10*)
Pressure Loads, Outboard	 2
g and gyro Loads, Outboard = 7(18*), 6 (10*)
* Numbers in parentheses = number of static pressure
taps, accelerometers or rate gyros.
Engine Clearance Change; maximum points = 14:
Fan/High-Pressure Turbine, Both Inboard and Outboard; 8 + 6 = 14
Fan/High-Pressure Turbine, Inboard; Fan, Outboard; 8 + 3 = 11
Fan, Both Inboard and Outboard; 4 + 3 - 7
Fan, Inboard Only; 4 + 0 - 4
Performance Change and Analytical Build; maximum points = 6:
Expanded/Full Analytical (1 or 2 engines) = 6 (2 engines)
= 5 (1 engine plus
partial on 2nd)
Expanded/Partial Analytical (1 or 2 engines) = 2
Standard/No Analytical Build = 1
Case Temperature Thermocouples; maximum points = 3:
92 Thermocouples (2 engines) = 3
72 Thermocouples (1 engine)
	
2
20 Thermocouples (1 engine) = 1
Total Relative Data Value = 46
RELATIVE FLIGHT TEST SCENARIO TECHNICAL VALUE
Data Quantity (Scale of 1 through 10):
Acceptance Flight Test = 10
Variations in Take-Off Conditions = 6
Variations in Landing Conditions = 3
Gust L; ads = 5
Wind-Up (High g) Turns = 6
4.
	 Total Relative Data Quantity Value = 30
a
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TABLE 7.5-III
ADDITIONAL PROGRAM OPTIONS EVALUATED
Option VIII	 Option IX
Item
Flight Hours 15 15
Location Inbd	 Ot
-
b"d I nbd
Pressure Taps 252 45 252 45
Inertia Instrumentation 0 10 10 10
Proximity Probes 8 0 8 4
Thermocouples 0 0 20 0
Engine Performance Std Std Exp Std
Loads Rating Value 17 19
Engine Rating Value 9 14
Flight Rating Value 25 25
Total Rating Value 51 58
Program Technical Value 67.2 76.3
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SECTION 8.0
R ECOWENOA.T IONS
It is concluded that a flight test program meeting the overall
objective of determining the levels of aerodynamic and inertia loads to
which the engine is exposed during the initial flight acceptance test
and normal flight maneuvers is feasible and desirable. The concurrent
measurement of engine clearance changes in the fan and first-stage
high-pressure turbine, performance changes, and case thermal
environment are also feasible and equally desirable.
The use of the NASA owned space shuttle carrier 747 aircraft, while
technically feasible, is not recommended. T,)ere are technical and
financial considerations, as well as the impact on the availability of
the NASA airplane for i-^s primary mission, that m-ke the use of the
aircraft undesirable. This recommendation is primarily based on the
impact on program cost and the requirement to remove all
instrumentation wiring and data recording equipment installed for the
flight test program from the aircraft at the end of the program. The
instrumentation and recording equipment cost might have been
Justifiable in terms of preparing the NASA 747 aircraft for long-term
use on other potential research programs; however, the requirement for
removal of the equipment/wiring negates this potential from
consideration. The use of the BCAC RA001 airplane as the test vehicle
for the flight loads test program is recommended.
The technical evaluations of the flight loads program options have been
discussed in Section 7.0. The results of this analysis lead to the
recommendation that Option IX be considered the preferred program. This
program provides 15 hours of dedicated flight test time which will
permit determination of the flight load levels encountered during the
flight acceptance test, variation in take-off /landing conditions, and
wind-up turns. The aerodynamic and inertia load instrumentation will
provide data for both inboard and outboard engine installation
positions to identify the variations in flight load levels between
inboard /outboard engines and to correlate inertia loads at both
locations with the aircraft center of gravity. This option will achieve
80 percent or the technical information sought in terms of flight load
data type ar.1 quantity. This recommended program makes use of the
available spare engine to permit instrumentation of the fan and
high-pressure turbine for clearance changes on the inboard engine.
t
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Exchange of the fan containment case by a P&WA team at Boeing will
permit measurement of fan clearance changes on the outboard engine. The
inboard engine would be prepared by installation at P&WA's Southington
Service .Center of an analytically prepared high-pressure turbine module
and fan containment case. Expanded performance instrumentation would be
utilized to assist in determining which flight load conditions are most
deleterious to engine performance. Sufficient engine turbine case
temperature information will be obtained to determine the variation in
the high-pressure turbine case thermal environment between the X-ray
Facility Load Test program and the Flight Test program. This option
would obtain over 60 percent of the potentially achievable engine
i nformati on.
In order to reduce estimated program costs, Option VIII was identified
which eliminates the inertia loads instrumentation, expanded
performance, and case thermocouples on the inboard engine and the fan
clearance instrumentation on the outboara engine. This option retains
the 15 hours of flight time and 74 percent of desired loads
instrumentation for determination of flight load levels. The technical
value for the engine instrumentation has been reduced to approximately
40 percent of the potential value related to determining the effect of
loads, covering measurement of clearance changes related to loads on
the fan and high-pressure turbine of the inboard engine alone.
Option VI represents the third choice and is identical to Option VI1i
with the exception of removing the outboard nacelle pressure loads
instrumentation. The dedicated 15 hour flight test program is retained,
however, on a technical value basis. Only 65 percent of the potential
loads information would be obtained.
Programs of lesser cost are not recommended. Further reduction of
flight hours below the 15 hours recommended would represent significant
and unwarranted risk in obtaining the desired flight loads data.
Reduction in either loads instrumentation or engine instrumentation
beyond that recommended in Option VI would further deteriorate the
technical value of the program to a point that 't would not be a cost
effective investment on the part of NASA or an efficient use of
resources by Pratt & Whitney Aircraft and the Boeing Commercial
Aircraft Company.
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4'	 APPENDIX A
SCHEDULE AND MILESTONES
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APPENDIX B
LIST OF ACRONYMS AND SYMBOLS
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APPENDIX B
LIST OF ACRONYMS AND SYMBOLS
ADAMS -	 Automatic Data Analysis and Monitoring System
APTDAC
-	 Automatic Production Test Data Acquisition and Control
BCAC -	 Boeing Commercial Airplane Company
C.G.	 (or cg) -	 Center of gravity
CDLA -	 Condition lever angle
CRT -	 Cathode ray tube
D/A -	 Direct write
DAC -	 Digital-to-analog converter
EB -	 Environmental box (for T.V. camera)
EGT -	 Exhaust gas temperature ( oC, OF)
EVC -	 Engine vane control
Fus -	 Fuselage
g -	 Acceleration of gravity (m/sec t or ft/S^c2)
GN2 (or GN2) -	 Gaseous nitrogen
gyro -	 Gyroscopic
HAPTS -	 High	 Accuracy	 Pressure	 and	 Temperature	 (Data
Acquisition) System
Hertz -	 Frequency (cycles/sec)
HSD -	 Hamilton Standard Division
HSPLM -	 High-Speed Pulse Code Modulation
IGV -	 Inlet guide vane
IRIG -	 Inter -Range Instrumentation Group
LVDT -	 Linear variable differential 	 transducers
Man -	 Manifold
mV -	 Millivolt
NASA -	 National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NBS -	 National Bureau of Standards
PA -	 Ambient pressure (psis)
PCM -	 Pulse Code Modulation
PIC -	 Plug-In Console (test system)
PLA -	 Power lever angle
Pr -	 Probe
psi -	 Pounds per square inch
RMDU -	 Remote Multiplier/De-Multiplier Units
RSS -	 Root sum square
SCA -	 Shuttle Carrier Airplane
TAI -	 Thermal	 anti-icing (duct)
f
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TC -	 Thermocouple
TSFC -	 Thrust specific fuel consumption (lb/hr-lb)
UTR -	 Uniform temperature reference
Vd -	 Design drive speed
NO -	 Maximum operating speed
VAC -	 Volts (alternating current)
-	 Stator vane angle
n -	 Ohms
